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ABSTRACT
CATEGORIZATIOM OF FRACTIOI'I WORD PROBLEMS
September 1985
Pamela Thibodeau Hardiman, B.A., Hampshire College
i'l.o., University ot Massachusetts, Ph.D., University oi'
Massachuse tts
Directed by : Professor Arnold Well
The present research was aesigned to: 1) determine
whether categorization of fraction v/ord problems can be
explained by a tneory of categorization developed to pre-
dict natural object categorisation, the Best Examples
theory (Hervis ana Rosch, I 98 O), and 2) to determine
whether this approach provides any nevj advantages.
In Experiment I, tne effects of similarity of story-
line and operation on categorization by nonexperts and
experts were investigated. Subjects saw items vjith four
alternatives that matched a standard in story-line and
operation, operation alone, story-line alone, ana neither
dimension, and were to choose the two that required the
same operation as the standard. On eight additional items,
they indicated the operation needed to solve a word pro-
blem. The results supported a Best Examples interpreta-
tion: 1) most eicperts and nonexperts chose the story-line
and operation iiiatch, which haa the iiigiiest cue overlap
V i i
vjith the standard, however 2) for their other choice,
nonexperts oi ten chose the alternative uatchini^ in story-
line alone. bxperiaent I also indicated fraction tiultipli —
cation word probletis are hard to identify, and that tiiere
are systematic aifferences in the difficulty of identifying
problems that require the same operation.
Experiment II was designed explore these problem dif-
ferences anc determine v/hether the results were replicable
with a younger population, eighth graders. A tnird level
of problem structure was proposed to account for problem
differences, termed middle level structure. Problems v;ith
tne same middle level structure have the same algebraic
open sentence description, match in presence or absence of
action cues and are solved in similar ways.
Subjects were given three tasks: 1) middle strcture
matcn task, requiring the choice of one of I'our alterna-
tives that used the same operation as a standard, 2) iden-
tification of operations needed to solve whole number and
fraction problems, and 3) 3. modification of the task in
Experiment I. The results suggested that: 1) matching
middle level structure aids catgeorization, and may be a
more basic level of categorization than operation,, and 2)
the difficulty of categorizing I'raction problems is not
relatec to difficulty categorizing corresponding whole
number problems. Instructional materials should make
finer distinctions among problems.
viii
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW
To uany people, mathematics is a topic to be avoided
when possible, particularly if fractions are involved,
let, proficiency in mathematics is becoming increasingly
necessary in today's technology
- oriented world. Tiius,
investigation of the acquisition of problem solving skills
critically important.
The present research was designee with two intentions:
1) to determine v;hether categorization of fraction word
problems can be explained by a theory of categorization
originally developeo to predict natural object
categorization, the Best Examples theory (iiervis and Rosch,
1930), thus extending the scope of that theory, and 2) to
determine whether there is any advantage to using a Best
Examples approach, i.e., does it allov; one to gain any new
information about how students solve fraction word
pro bl ems
.
h a t i s an expert?
How does one define expertise v/ithin a domain of
knov;l edge ? One characteristic of expert problem solvers
is tneir ability to "attena to the important features of a
problem and then select the action which will lean to the
1
2£> o i u 'Cl 1 . j i’ that problem" ( L e v/ i s and Anderson, 1 985, p g
.
2b;. In articular, organization of k no v; ledge ana the
to categorize problems and integrate neu
inlormation have been identified as distinguishing
characteristics of experts in complex domains, such as
physics and mathematics. However, if one considers that
people can be experts in areas other than those which
require what is generally thought of as problem solving,
uiien this characterization seems overly limited in its
generality. For example, most adults are reasonably expert
speakers, readers, and negotiators of the physical world,
but these domains are rarely construed as problem solving
domains. Adults rarely trip when negotiating the physical
world, whereas toddlers who are less expert negotiators of
the physical world frequently fall.
The domains in v/hich people nay be said to be expert
form a continuum, from those fields in which relatively f ev;
people are expert, such as physics and computer science, to
fields such as arithmetic in which many people are expert,
to the categorization and naming of everyday objects, in
which most people are reasonably expert. Recently, fairly
detailed characterizations ha.e been made of experts in
technical fields sucii as chess, physics, and computer
science (Adelson, 1981; Chi, Feltovich, and Glaser, 19o1;
Larkin, 1-i c D e r m o 1 1 , Simon, and Simon, 1 9 80; M c K e i u h e n
,
Reitman, Reuter, and Hirtle, 1981). The general findings
3of tnese studies are: 1) novices and experts organize
concepts differently; novices rely more heavily on surface
features, while experts organize around deep structural
cues, such as general physics principles, and 2) novices
and experts use different strategies to solve probleus;
v/hen atoeiiipting to solve physics probleias, novices
primarily use means-ends analysis, while experts try to
proceed forwara and develop the inforiaation given.
At the opposite end of the spectrura of domains,
interest in differences in child versus adult labeling of
oojects has generated a considerable body of theory and
data (Bowerman, 1980; Clark, 1973; Mervis, 1980). A major
indicator of hov; quickly and accurately an object can be
identified as a member of a particular category is the
typicality of the object, i.e. how representative it is of
the category. Typical members of a category share many
features with other members of the category and fevj
features v;ith non-category members. Children who are able
to sort objects taxonomically categorize the typical
members ol’ a category in the same v/ay an adult would.
Discrepancies between ciiild and adult labeling tend to
occur with the poorer examples of a category, v;hich may
share many features with neighboring categories.
These characterizations of expert and novice problem
solvers and adult and child object categorizers are
4souewiiat difterenc in nature. There are several reasons
why tney may be different, includine: 1) the difference in
a^es of the subjects, 2) the likelihood of becoLiin^j an
expert in the domain, and 3) the fact that researchers have
tended to viev; these areas as distinctly different areas of
research. However, one might argue that these differences
are related mainly to the subject matter, making it
possible to develop a definition of expertise that
encompasses a broader range of domains. This v;ouid
facilitate discussion of expertise in the middle range of
domains, such as the domain of fraction word problems, the
topic of concern for this paper.
One step tov/ard defining expertise more broadly might
be to expand upon the finding that categorization is an
important component of problem solving. First, as has been
noted, a suostantial literature on categorization of
objects already exists. This literature has emphasized the
ways in which experts and novices are similar and how
differences between experts and novices are resolved.
Therefore, this orientation seems amenable to speculation
aoout how a novice problem solver might become an expert
(for example, see Mervis and Crisafi, 19S2 or ilervis and
i:ervis, 1982). A definition of expert object labeling may
be considered as follows: A category is saic to have been
formed when ”tv;o or more distinguishable objects or events
are treated equivalently" (ilervis and Hosch, 19o0). A
5child uay be considered to have developed an adult
understanding of a category when the child applies the
category label to all objects an adult would apply the
label to and no others, i.e. neither under- nor over-
extending the label. Using this definiton, if "objects and
events " v;ere suppleuented with the uore abstract notion of
"problems," and the words "child" and "adult" were replaced
by ’novice' and 'expert', the result would be consistent
v/ith Lewis and Anderson's (1985) characterization of
expertise, but v/ould be some v; hat more comprehensive: an
expert problem solver is one who is able to correctly
categorize problems according to the action which should be
taken to solve the problem. Although there are certainly
other skills associated with expertise in various domains,
the ability to categorize information appropriately will be
the main characteristic of concern.
Th e Present Research
The hypothesis guiding the present research is that
learning about abstract categories, such as the conditions
v;here arithmetic operators may be successfully applied,
involves essentially the same processes as learning vjhen
object category names apply. In both cases, people must
learn vjhat conditions indicate membership in a certain
category. In general, the major tasks of the novice are to
6learn wnich cues are correlatea with neiaoership in a
catei^ory, and to learn to distinguish arbitrary and non-
arbitrary cues.
The domain chosen for this study was one-step
arithmetic problems involving proper fractions, i.e. word
problems which present two quantities and information about
the operation which is required, and ask for a third,
unknown quantity. This domain is relatively constrained,
in that there are nominally only four possible categories:
the problem may require the operation of either addition,
subtraction, multiplication, or division. These categories
are considerably more abstract than those wiiich have been
studied previously, presenting an opportunity to aetermine
v/ii ether the usefulness of the Best Examples theory may be
expanded to a broader range of categories.
The study of the domain of fraction word problems has
considerable educational relevance as well; National
Assessment of Educational Progress (Carpenter, Corbitt,
Kepner, Lindquist, and Reys, 1980) results indicate that
fractions and operations with fractions are not v;ell
understood, particularly in the context of word problems.
Yet, an understanding of fractions is critical to higher
levels of mathematics, such as algebra ana calculus.
Obviously, a desirable educational goal is to make the
acquisition of expertise in tiie domain of inactions ooth
more probable and more efficient. Thus, the domain of
7fraccion word problems is important because it invovles a
small and constrained set of abstract concepts, enabling a
test of the relevance of theories based on object category
formation as a general definition of expertise, and the
topic is of educational concern.
A central goal of both studies was to learn what cues
subjects use when they must decide that two problems are
similar, and whether experts and novices rely on the same
kinds ot cues in making this decision. For this purpose,
a variation on the oddity task was used. The oddity task
has been used by Rosch and her associates in several
studies on object categorization (see Rosch and Ilervis,
1977; Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, and Boyes-Braem, 1976;
liervis and Crisafi, 1982). In this research, the subject
is presented with three pictures of objects and is asked
which picture does not belong v/ith the other pictures. Two
of tne pictures belong to the same category, while the
third picture is related in some way to one or both of the
other two pictures, but is not a member of the category.
For example, in order to determine wliether a child was able
to categorize objects as animals, one migiit present a dog,
a horse, and a house. A young child might incorrectly
group the dog and the house because dogs are typically seen
in houses, while horses are not.
In the present studies, subjects saw a fraction word
8problem and had to indicate which two of four alternative
problems required the same operation. The alternatives
were structured so that one matched in both story context
and operation, a second matched in operation alone, a third
matched in story context alone, ana the fourth matched in
neither dimension. According to the Best Examples theory,
both nonexperts and experts should choose the alternative
that matches in both story context ana operation, since it
has a iiigh cue overlap with the standard. For their second
choice, experts should choose the alternative that matches
the standard in operation, whereas novices may choose the
alternative that matches only in surface structure because
of the arbitrary surface similarity. This task will be
referred to as the similarity judgment task.
Experiment J[
Experiment I was intended to address tiiree major
issues, using a college age population: 1) Do experts and
nonexperts use the same cues to decide whether t;jc problems
require the same operation for solution? 2) Is cue use
related to the operation required for solution? and 3) Does
the form of the presentation of a probleia influence the
ease of categorizing problems accoraing to operation for
solution, i.e. word problems versus numerical expressions?
On the basis of NAEP (Carpenter et.al., 1980) results, a
difference due to operation was expecteu, with addition
9problems bein^ easier to identify as similar than
luultiplieation problems. No predictions could be made
about division problems, since none were ^iven on the NAEP.
Research by Lesh, Landau, and Hamilton (1983) suggested
vjord problems paired v/ith numerical alternatives should be
easier to match than otner presentation forms.
There were also two additional issues: 1) Does the
complexity of the fractions involved in a problem, and
hence the difficulty of the computation, influence ability
to categorize problems? and 2) Does the general form of
the problem statement influence ability to categorise
problems? Intuitively, it seems that word problems with
less complex numbers should be easier to recognize as
similar. Concerning the second issue, research with young
chilaren solving addition and subtraction problems
indicates there are differences in the ease of solution of
a problem that are related to the type of problem statement
(Briars and Larkin, 1904; Carpenter and Moser, 1983; Riley,
Greeno, and Heller, 19o3). As it vjas not feasible to
investigate all possible types of fraction problems, two
basic forms of problems were chosen to be investigated in
this study: 1) dynamic problems vjhich portray a transfer of
an item, making the end state different from the start
state, and 2) static probleias which concern the
relationsnip betvjeen tv;o quantities, v;ith no chant,e in tne
start state.
In adaition to the similarity judgment task, the
subjecus were given two tasks to assess their level of
la aster y ot fractions probleras and verbal skills, the
operations assess vaent task and the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test. A set of fraction vjord problems \;ere
given on the operations assessment task, and the subject
was to state what operation should be used to solve each
problem. The PPVT was given to ensure that any differences
between relatively expert and nonexpert subjects were not
simply due to different levels of verbal skills.
The results of Experiment I support a Best Examples
interpretation: 1) both experts and nonexperts frequently
chose ohe alternative which raatched the standard in both
story line and operation, i.e. had a high degree of cue
overlap, and 2) t'or their other choice, most experts
correctly chose the alterhative matching in operation
alone, whereas nonexperts often chose the story line only
match. Thus, nonexperts were often mislead by cue overlap.
In addition, the results indicated there were
differences among problems requiring different operations;
addition problems yielded the highest rate of correct
responses, v/nile multiplication yielded the lowest rate.
There were also differences within operations between
dynamic and static problems. Performance in classifying
dynamic problems was generally somev/hat better, except in
11
the case of multiplication. There were striking
ditterences in number of correct responses for
mutiplication versus all other operations, and in the types
of responses to dynamic and static problems. Over sixty
percent of the subjects misclassified the dynamic
multiplication problem as a subtraction problem, whereas
approximately half the subjects misclassified the static
multiplication problem as a division problem. This result
suggests that subjects may not view these two types of
problems as members of the same category.
Experi m ent I
I
Experiment I suggested that there may be system atic
differences in approaches to word problems that require the
same operation, particularly in the case of multiplication.
Therefore, Experiment II was designed to investigate
\/ithin- and b e t w e e n- o p er a t i o n differences more systema-
tically. A second aim was to try to extend the results to
a younger population to ensure that the results were not
peculiar to adult nonexperts.
More specifically, there were three issues concerning
v;ithin- and bet ween-operat ions oifferences. The first
issue concerned v/hen subjects v;ould be likely to choose the
alternative that uiatched in story line rather than
operation. Experiment I indicated that nonexperts often
chose incorrect alternatives for problems structured so
that the story line match appeared highly confusable with
the standard. Would subjects also err if the story line
match required an operation which subjects did not tend to
confuse with the operation required by the standard? To
aadress these questions, the similarity judgment task was
again used, with the cnange that the distractor items were
paired so that every operation appeared with every other
operation. The operations assessment task was used to
predict when subjects would err.
Second, n-xperiment I provided evidence that the
presence of an action cue affects probleiu categorization:
dynamic and static multiplication problems v/ere not
perceivec as the same type of problem by most subjects. In
order to determine how important the dynamic-static
dimension is, v/ord problems were paired with sets of four
alternatives that shared cover stories and vjere all either
dynamic or static word problems. The sets of alternatives
were paired with given problems such that the dynamic-
static dimension either matched or did not match the given
problem. The subject v;as instructed to indicate the
alternative that required the sazae operation as the given
pr obi era
.
Third, there was a concern that the difficulties
subjects had in determining correct operations ior inaction
problems may have merely reflected difficulty in dealing
13
with such problens in general. Therefore, a set of whole
number proolems was added to the operations assessment task
to determine whether subjects also had difficulty
categorizing whole number problems.
The tasks were presented in tne following oraer: 1)
the task assessing the importance of the action cue, 2) the
operations assessment task, 3) the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Task, and 4) the similarity judgment task.
The results of Experiment II suggest action cue is an
important cimension of problems: both age groups were more
accurate in choosing the alternative that matched in
operation when the problems matched in presence of an
action cue. This result, together with a logical analysis
of problem types, suggest that all word problems which
require the same operation may not perceived as members of
the same category. There appear to be critical differences
among subtypes of fraction word problems. The advantage
gained througli matching middle level structure suggests
the middle level may be a more basic level of
categorization than the level of operation. Hence,
teaching might be more efficient by exploiting this middle
level, rather than treating operation as basic.
The results of the operations assessment task rule out
the possibility that subjects fail to solve fraction word
problems because of difficulties understanding similar
problems with whole numbers. Thus, there are difficulties
uniquely related to fraction word problems, suggesting
the basic level also includes distinctions based on the
type of numbers involved in the problem.
Finally, the results of the similarity judment task
suggest that for at least younger subjects, there is a
relationship between choice of an incorrect alternative and
confusability of operations. Subjects tended to choose the
surface structure distractor when tne operation of that
alcer native matched their incorrect response made in the
fractions assessment task. In Section II, ooth age groups
were more accurate in choosing the alternative that matched
in operation when tne dynamic-static dimension matched,
suggesting that this dimension is an important feature of
fraction problems. On the fractions assessment task,
nearly all subjects responded vjitn the correct operations
for whole number problems, eliminating the argument that
the operation v;as not generally well uncerstood.
In conclusion, the results of the present experiments
support a Best Examples interpretation, thus extending the
range of categories to which this theory may be appliec.
In addition, the idea of levels of categorization, and of a
basic level, has proven to be a useful concept in research
and iiiay cnange the way children are taugnt to solve
problems as well.
CHAPTER II
DEFIMIHG EXPERTISE
Requirem ents for a Definition
iiie ci' tiie
-jsent research is to develop a
framework for i nv esti ga ti skilled benavior in a range of
natural domains, including i'raction word problems.
Ideally, a tramework lor investigating expertise should-: 1)
be applicable to a broad range of ages and domains, 2)
allow levels of expertise to be distinguished, and 3)
result in a theory of how a novice might become an expert.
These properties will be examined in more detail in this
section, followed by a discussion of' the literatures on
experts and novices and on object categorization, and a
proposal for a research framework.
According to VJebster's Third New International
Dictionary ( 1 976), an expert is one v;ho has "special skill
or knowledge derived from training or experience." Tv/o
assumptions seem to be implied in this definition: 1) the
average person does not have this special skill or
knowledge, and 2) expertise is acquired over a relatively
long period of time. In contrast, a novice is "one who has
no previous training or experience in a specific fielc or
activity. "
The literature concerning experts and novices has
1 5
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eenerally accepted these definitions, with the minor
qualxf ication that novices have nac. some snort period of
training or experience in the domain such that they can
perform the operations, but not skillfully. Complex
domains tnat require a consiaerable body of specialized
knowlecge, such as chess (Chase and Simon, 1973), Go
(Reitman, 1976), physics (Chi, Feltovich, and Glaser, 1981;
Larkin, McDermott, Simon, and Simon, 1980), and computer
programming (Adelson, 1981; McKeithen, Reitman, Rueter,
and kirtle, 1981), have commonly been chosen to investigate
difi'erences between novices and experts. However, most
human beings have acquired skill in a considerable range of
activities involved in their daily lives. Although they
may not be specialized in the sense that only a fevv’ people
are capable of such behavior, sucii activities as verbal
communication, walking, and driving are skills, since they
require a long period of training, as can be attested to by
any parent. If expertise were defined in a way that
encompasseu a broader range of human activity, then not
only would the results of any investigation potentially be
more widely applicable, but a fruitful interaction might
result from considering literatures of both specialized and
less specialized abilities.
The definition of expertise also should be capable of
generating a theory of how a novice might, or might not,
become an expert. The expert-novice orientation has
17
locused primarily on identifying patterns of behavior
associated with the ends of a spectrum of abilities, with
little concern as to how progression along the dimension
might occur. However, the role of learning in cognition
recently has begun to generate interest among cognitive
psychologists interested in problem solving (see Ancerson,
1982; Langley and Simon, 198 I; Lewis and Anderson, 1985).
There appear to be two reasons why learning seems to
have assumed a somewhat more central position in psycholo-
gical research. The first is relevant to psycnological
theory: the human mind is an inhererently adaptive system
which is constantly changing, and therefore knowledge and
strategies can never truly be fixed. Simon (Anzai and
Simon, 1979; Langley and Simon, 1981) has proposed that if
an invariant of human behavior existed, then a theory of
learnino might supply the necessary invariants. Since
expertise can only result from a continuing process of
learning, any general framework for investigating expertise
must incorporate the notion of dynamic change in a system.
The second is a more practical concern: if we know raore
about the process of- learning, then it should be possible
to design educational programs that lead to more efficient
acquisition of skills taught by explicit instruction.
Once a framework has been developed that incorporates
the notion of dynamic change, the capacity to distinguish
levels of expertise in a theory-relevant manner should be
inherent in the framework.
Experts and Novices
Learning; has only recently begun to be a topic of
major significance for cognitive psychologists interested
in problem solving. Following general trends in cognitive
research, the focus of the first phase of problem solving
research was concerned with characterizing the general
problem solving capabilities of the adult and employed
abstract puzzle problems. The second phase of problem
solving research focused on the differences between experts
and novices solving problems in complex content domains.
A third phase that could probably be characterized as the
study of the adaptive learning system seems to be emerging.
The present research is in the spirit of the third phase.
Phase X =. General P r o b 1 e r,i Solving
During the first phase of problem solving research, a
major goal was to build similations of human problem
solving behavior that were as pov;erful as possible v;ithout
assuming any built-in domain-specific Ic no v; ledge. The
simulations of human problem solving of that era, the
General Problem Solver (Newell, Shaw, and Simon; I960) and
Human Problem Solver (Newell and Simon; 1972), solved
problems using means-ends analysis. Means-ends analysis
is a problem solving strategy which involves determining
the current state and the end state, and finding an
appropriate method to reduce the distance between them
(Hays, 1931). xTesearch using a variety of puzzle-type
tasks, such as Tower of Hanoi (Simon and Hayes, 1976),
Missionaries and Cannibals (Piced, Ernst, and Banerji,
1974), and cryptarithraetic (Newell and Simon, 1972),
indicated means-ends analysis is a primary strategy for
solving problems.
Phase I
I
n Experts and Novices
The orientation of problem solving research shifted
when it became desirable to model problem solving behavior
in complex real world domains. To solve a problem in a
complex domain, large amounts of domain-specific knowledge
are needed to generate expert-like behavior. Yet, as
Bhaskar and Simon showed (1977), a general problem solving
system with an encyclopedia of domain- relevant knowledge
merely appended is not sufficient to generate a good
approximation to expert behavior; the organization of this
knov/ ledge also is important. Therefore, different kinds of
questions about problem solving became important: How is
information encoded by experts and novices? Hov/ is an
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expert's k no v/ ledge of a domain struct urea? Row do experts
access their knowledge?
Three types of tasks have been employed in attempts to
access underlying cognitive structures: perceptual tasks,
memory tasks, and categorization tasks. In the perception
task used by Chase and Simon (1973) to stuuy differences
betv/een expert and novice chess players, subjects v/ere
shown a board of chess pieces and were asked to replicate
the board while it was in full view. There was no
^if'fsi’snce in the nuitber ot pieces placed after one glance,
but the expert was considerably faster than the novices at
reconstructing boards from actual games. There was no
difference in performance on the random boards.
Presumably, the expert's knov/ ledge of typical chess
positions enabled faster performance.
iiemory tasks have been used to examine behavior in a
wider range of domains, including chess (Chase and Simon,
1973)> Go (Reitman, 1976), and computer programming
(Adelson, 1981; McKeitiien, Reitman, Rueter, and Hirtle,
1981). The general procedure is to provide examples of
both normal and randomly arranged stimuli for some short
period of time, and then ask subjects to recall the items.
Subjects in chess and go experiments see actual game board
configurations, vniile computer programmers see programs in
either normal or scrambled order. As with the perception
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task, no differences between experts and novices are
reported when the stimuli are randomly arranged. However,
with ordered raaterials, experts recall more items overall.
Taking number of items recalled before a significantly long
pause as a measure of chunk size, there is no difference
betv;ee-n experts and novices in number of chunks recalled,
but experts recall larger chunks. The chunks for experts
and novices differ in nature as well; games experts recall
pieces together which have some functional relationship
oUCh as an attack configuration, while computer programmer
experts group items that share semantic information,
novices recall items that are spatially close to each other
or that share syntax.
The memory experiments suggest that much of the pov;er
of the expert lies in the ability to quickly recognize
meaningful stimuli as members of various functional
categories. Hinsley, Hayes and Simon (1978) showed that
college students can categorize algebra word problems into
types very quickly, and that these types provide
information that is helpful in solving the problem. Thus,
skilled problem solvers may have developed problem
"schemata" or categories that indicate possible solution
strategies for problems conforming to the solution type.
Based on this and similar results, Chi, Feltovich and
Glaser (1981) hypothesized that exp er t- novi ce differences
i.) a y be related to the "poorly formed, qualitatively
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diiferent, or* nonexistent categories in the novice
representation. "
To investigate this hypothesis, Chi et. al. (I98I)
asked novice and expert physicists to perform a variety of
tasks, including categorization tasks, to learn how their
now ledge 01 the domain was structured. Their results
revealed that experts tend to sort physics problems on the
basis of major physics principles, while novices sort on
ohe basis of the entities involved in the problem statement
or the surface structure. They suggest that both groups
consider the surface cues present in the statement of the
problem, but that experts then engage in a higher level of
analysis that yields information about the physics
principles involved and that may be contrary to the
expert's first impression based on tiie surface features,
whereas novices use the cues as they exist.
Physics experts also engage in a type of analysis that
is different from means-ends analysis and is not used by
novice physicists, i.e. forward knowledge development
(Larkin et.al. I98O). A novice using a means-ends
analysis strategy would search for an equation which would
yield as a result the desired quantity and then attempt to
determine the information needed to fill in the equation,
wnereas an expert engaging in knotvledge development would
invoxe physics principles only when some new piece of
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irn'oruation could be generated I’rora the iiaaediately
available information.
In suLiUary, the literature on experts and novices
indicates taat the advantage of the expert lies not merely
xn nne possession of more domain-related knov;ledge, but in
an organization oi that k no v/ ledge that is based on deep,
lunctionai relationships betv/een concepts. Experts engage
in an initial period of qualitative analysis that yields
strucuural information useful in guiding problem solving.
Phase III A g a D t i V e Lear ni n;: S v s t
e
m s
Several researchers in problem solving have recently
come to believe that learning must be incorporated as a
central feature in models of problem solving (see Anzai and
S i ti o n
,
1 9 7 9; Anderson, G r e e n o
,
Kline, ana K e v e s
,
1 9 82;
Lewis and Anderson, 1985). Anzai and Simon (1979)
simulated the learning of increasingly sophisticated
methods of solving the Tower of Hanoi problem through the
process of solving the problem several times.
More relevant to the present research, Anderson et.al.
( 1982 ) attempted to model the acquisition of a complex
cognitive skill in a manner that is compatible with the
expert-novice framework. Anderson et. al. suggested that
students learning to solve geometry proof problems obtain
information from two sources: declarative rules and worked
out examples from the text. Similarity of new problems to
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v/orked out examples is important to novices in many
domains. However, Anderson et.al. (1982) note that the
analo^^ies novices make are commonly based on superficial
relationships. Thus, the novices can easily be led down
the wron£ solution path. Once a novice has successfully
solvea several problems using analogy relations, a problem
scnema or structure for understanding the problem in more
general terms is developed. In this system, this structure
undergoes a process of transition from declarative to
procedural knowledge. Finally, the novice learns to
distinguish problems for which the schema is applicable
from pro Diems for which it is not.
Although Anderson et.al. ’s (1982) simulation was not
formally completed or extended to other domains, the
adaptive systems orientation offers an insight not made
during either Phase I or Phase II: analogies may be an
important general mode of problem solving for novices and
perhaps experts on some occasions (see Clement, 1981 ).
Novices may fail to solve many problems because they do not
have sound bases for making analogies and rely on features
that are not predictive of the problem category. The
object categorization literature will now be examined as an
example of another sec of domains v/here people must learn
to discriminate predictive and no n- pr e ci c t i v e features of a
stimul us
.
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t e riaation o f I! a t u r a 1 Ob i e c t
s
One of the aajor conclusions resulting from the
exp er t- novi c e research is that both experts and novices
categorize problems according to solution type, and such
categorization may yield information which is useful in
solving the problem. Differences in perfortiance between
novices and experts are thought to result mainly from
diiierences in the organization of the categories.
The literature on problem solving has tended to
consider categorization oi problems vjithin complex domains,
such as physics and computer science, in isolation. There
have as yet been no attempts to link these results with
more general theories of categorization. However, given
that categorization may be considered to be one of the most
basic of human cognitive traits, it may be possible to
enhance our understanding of the organization of expert and
novice knowlecge by considering behaviors related to pro-
blem solving in the context of a model of categorization.
Recent models of categorization behavior have been
based on research with natural objects. A compelling
advantage of considering categorization of problems as
possibly analogous to categorization of natural objects is
that acquisition of object categories has been studied
extensively, and the findings may be applicable to the
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acquisition of cate^jories in problera solving. A claiLi will
be maoe here tnat is similar to an argument made by Lewis
and Anderson (1985): the acquisition of problem solving
categories, i.e. classes of problems that require the same
operator, involves basically the same processes as the
acquisition oi natural object categories.
Tne i:I a c u r e of C a t e o r i e
n
A category is said to exist whenever two or more
distinguishable objects, events, or problems are treated in
the same way. These treatments may include labeling two
entities with the same name, performing the same physical
action with two objects, and using the same operator to
solve two problems (Mervis, I 960; liervis and Rosch, 1981).
VJhile there has been little argument concerning the
conditions under which a category may be saia to exist,
there has been less unanimity in determining a general
definition of "category.” There have been tv.'o major
thrusts to define category: the first will be referred to
as the Traditional theory, and the second as the Best
Examples theory (the formulation of these two theories
follows liervis, 1 980; and Mervis and Rosch, 1981).
Traditional Theory. The Traditional theory (as
conceived of by Bourne, 1968 and presented by Mervis, 1980,
and liervis and Rosch, 1981) defines a category by a set of
criterial attributes which all members of a category must
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possess and no nonmeabers of a category za ay possess. The
ideal definition is minimal, consisting of only those
attributes that are necessary to distinguish exemplars of
one category from exemplars of another category. Hence, if
the Vvorld consisted oi only red and green circles, the
aeiinitions of red circles and of green circles would only
need to include the color attribute, since shape is not a
distinguishing characteristic. Given that membership in a
category is specified by possession of the set of criterial
attributes, the boundaries of the category are well
oeiined, i.e. a stimulus can always be unambiguously
classified as a member of a certain category. The
criterial attributes definition also implies that all
stimuli with these properties are equally good members of a
category, so a large green circle and a tiny green circle
would be considered equally good examples of green circles.
The final tenet of the traditional theory is that the vjorld
is a total set, which means that values of any attribute
occur may occur in combination v.'ith every other value of
every attribute present. So in a worlc with two colors and
tw'o sizes, large green circles, tiny green circles, large
red circles, and tiny red circles would occur equally
often. Thus, the v;ay in \viiich one chooses to divide the
world into categories is completely arbitrary.
In the vzorlQ of real objects as opposed to worlds
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wita arbitrarily defined characteristics, it is much more
difficult to state the defining features of a category.
Although it cannot be proven impossible, no one has yet
determined a single set of features that are criterial for
the category "bird”. Yet, there are features which are
commonly associated with birds, such as wings, feathers,
beaks or bills, and the ability to fly. As these features
are not strongly associated with any other category, one
might say these features are correlated with the category
"bira". To adoress tliese concerns about real ^^orld
ca'ce^jOries, tne nesc. Lxamples theory vjas ceveiOj-od.
i^Cot examples Theory. The Best Examples theory (as
presented by Mervis, I960, and Mervis and Rosen, 1931)
proposes that membership in real world categories is
defined by possession of a subset of a family of features,
ratner than a full set of criterial attributes. This
fa^iiily of features may consist of a set of overlapping
attributes which are common to many e m b e r s of the
category, but each individual feature need not be possessed
by all members of the category. For example, ducks have
bills, wings, feathers, and can usually fly, while chickens
have beaks, wings, feathers, and usually can't fly very
far. These members of the family of features are not
necessarily limited to members to a sin^^le category, so
that n o n m e m b e r s of the category may s ii a r e s o la e of the
features as well. A bat can soar and a platypus has a
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bill, but neither are merabers of the category bird.
Trie fact that members of a category need not share a
single obvious set of criterial features suggests that
category uembers ra ay vary in how typical they are of the
category. In fact, numerous studies have indicated that
certain members or
. category can be classified much more
quickly than otners. In a seminal study, Smith, Shoben,
and Rips (197^) snowed that people can respond "true"
raster to tne statement "A robin is a bird." than to "A
chicken is a bird."
There is generally a high degree of agreement about
vniich members of the category are the most typical members.
These highly typical members, or good examplars, generally
snare many features with other members of the category,
particularly general shape characteristics, and few
features with noncategory members. Less typical members,
or poor exemplars, share fewer features with members of the
category and may share more features with nonuenbers of the
category. Therefore, poor examples are harder to
categorize than t^ood examples, and easier to misclassify.
This featural overlap among categories yields "fuzzy"
category boundaries, rather than well-defined boundaries.
Bov; er man (1980) argues that the boundaries of a category
are sometimes culture-specific: different cultures place
boundaries of v;oro i.ieanings in different places. For
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exauplG, oxae can "open" and "close " a water x-aucet in
Spanish, but this use of open" and "close" is not allowed
in Ent^lish.
Disa^^reements that people have concerning mei^bership
Ci items in a cate^^ory will usually concern the boundaries
01 the cate^^ory, and not the highly typical members of the
category. Keider (now Rosch, 1973) found hi^h agreement on
tne most typical value of red, even amon£,st cultures which
nad no color \/ord for red, but mucli less agreement on the
ooundary lor red. The lack of well-defined boundaries does
not imply that tne boundaries of a category are arbitrary.
Rather, the best Examples viev/ is that categories are
defined by natural, although less than perfect, breaks in
correlated clusters.
The Traditional theory and the Best Examples theory
eacn address different domains of concepts, well-defined
artificial categories versus natural object categories that
cannot be defined by a single rule. One might argue that
abstract concepts, such as arithmetic operations, have many
oi' the properties associated with artificial categor'ies,
and hence any theory concerning operation categorisation
should be by the Traditional theory. However, there
is evidence that subjects see even artificial categories
structured in the manner that Best Examples theory
suggests: i.e., there is substantial agreement on vjhich
exa;:.plar in artificial categories is the best exemplar
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(Rosch, Siiiipson, and liiller, 1976).
Given the difficulty that many students experience in
learning to apply arithmetic operators correctly to word
problems, there seems little doubt that the relationship
between the wording of an arithmetic problem and the
operation which should be applied is probabilistic from the
student's point of viev/. Thus, although either the
Traditional theory or the Best Examples theory might
coiiceivably provide an adequate framework for analyzing
categorization of arithmetic problems, the Best Examples
theory may be more appropriate.
A reasonable extension of the Best Examples theory to
more abstract categories would say that students treat
iiiathematical categories in much the same v/ay they treat
object categories, i.e., they look for specific words or
words with similar meanings to those which have appeared
before in mathematical problems known to be solvable using
a certain operator.
There is anecdotal as well as experimental evidence
that suggests people do rely on correlated features v;hen
attempting to solve word problems. The word "of" often
appears in conjunction with fraction multiplication
problems. This correlation seems so compelling that
students actually are taught that the presence of the word
"of" indicates one should multiply. However, note that one
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can easily v;rite a problem using the word "of" that
requires addition, subtraction, or division. Several
studies of algebra and physics word prcblera solving
indicate that decisions about solution type are made on the
basis of surface structure cues, like the word "of",
particularly by poorer problem solvers (Chi, Feltovich, and
Glaser, 1981; Ilinsley, Kayes, and Simon, 1 977; Larkin,
hcDeriiiott, Simon, and Simon, 1980; Silver, 1979, 1981).
u.cperts presumably also attend to surface structure cues,
in reading the problem. However, they are probably also
able to gain abstract structural information frora the
problem that can be used to confirm any initial hypothesis
concerning which operator should be used.
A :! GW Description of Snuer tise
If one were to try to state what is common to experts
in varied domains, perhaps the most salient attribute would
be that experts are able to categorize new information
appropriately. For a speaker of English, this would mean
labeling an object correctly that one had never seen
before; an expert problem solver would be able to
categorize new problems appropriately. Although there may
be other characteristics that distin^uisn novices and
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experts, the abilit to categorize information appropriately
seems of fundamental importance.
In general, one might say a novice has developed an
expert understanding of a category when the category label
is applied to all and only those stimuli to which a
community of experts would apply the label. Therefore, an
expert word problem solver is one who is able to categorize
word problems correctly accoraing to the operator or
operators v/hich are appropriate for solving the problem,
ihis oescription of an expert satisfies the first criterion
a iramework for investigating expertise should have: it can
be applied across a wide range of ages and domains.
The second issue that must be addressed is hov/ a
novice might reasonably become an expert. This issue mi^ht
be approached by considering the development of expertise
v/ithin a certain domain, labeling natural objects. The
Best Examples theory has been applied to predict the kinds
of errors cnildren make before they become experts at
labeling comiiion objects. Sucii information may be
informative in addressing the more general issue of hovj a
novice becomes an expert.
Bowerman (1980) has suggested that parents generally
select highly typical objects as the first referents for a
word. Thus, the core of the child's category v;ould be the
same as the adults from the beginning. In fact, I-iervis
and Pani (1980) showed that category learning is much
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easier when the initial exemplars are good rather than poor
examples. Adults may be sensitive to this, and choose
their referents accordinely.
According to Bowerman (1980), children then try to
apply the category label to other objects tiiau share
features with the first referent. Bower nan’s (1980)
liypothesis is quite similar in nature to a model proposed
by Lewis and Anderson (1935). They propose that after
novices are shown the first example of a word problem in
wnich a certain operator is applied, they will try to make
analogies uo ohe first rei'erent when encountering new
problems. An argument has been made by Michener (now
Rissland, 1978) that mathematics training should basically
e^>.ploit tne tendency of novices to solve problems tn rough
the use of analogy by providing a good stock of typical
e a m p 1 e s .
Accoroin^^ to t.ie ji#est examples oneory, once novices
nave identified the central tendency of a category, they
t^enerally v/ill fail to apply category labels consistently
correctly because they have not established the boundaries
of the category. Thus, novice problem solvers become more
expert as they learn to distinguish problems which require
different operations for solution, but have similar
sounding surface structures. Conversely, novices may fail
to become experts because they are unable to distin^^uish
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arbitrary aspects of the problera state^aent, such as the
problem setting, from indicators of the operation required
for solution.
Finally, the third requirement, that one be able to
meaningfully distinguish levels of expertise, may be easily
addressed within this framework. Novices who are
relatively more expert are able to demarcate more
accurately boundaries between related concepts.
CHAPTER III
THE DOHAIH OF FRACTIOH WORD PROBLEMS
Th e ijcucational P r o b 1 a r.i
The concept oi'’ a "fractional part" is ubiquitous, both
in CO u 111 on speech and in aat hematics. In fact, it has been
aescrxbed as one of the more important and complex ideas
that ciiildren encounter during their elementary scliocl
years (Behr, Lesh, Post, and Silver, 19S3). Competence in
applying traction concepts is essential for a mature
under stanaing of rational number, unich in turn is critical
tor understanding of algebraic operations. Yet, despite
the centrality of rational number concepts, growing
evidence indicates large nuLibers of high school students
(see Carpenter, Corbitt, Kepner, Lindquist, and Reyes,
I9SO) and adults (see VJatson, I98O) are not able to use
rational number concepts in a fluid manner.
In addition to the need for educationally relevant
research on fraction word problems, the domain of fraction
word problems has several other qualities that make it an
appropriate candidate for stu eying categorisation behavior
wishin the Best Examples framework. The domain is fairly
circumscribed ana abstract, and the fact that fractions are
commonly taught in e 1 e iii e n t a r y school should ensure the
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e-xscence oi' large nunbers of competent and less competent
subjects.
Aspects of C
o
m p e a e n c e
Competence in reasoning Vvich numerical quantities has
been viewed by educational studies (such as the national
Assessment of Saucational Pr o^r ess, 1 980
,
and the Rational
rl umber Project, 1933) as being composed ox" three
lucerrelated aspects: 1) knowledge of relative sizes of
numbers, incluaing equivalencies, 2) procedures for
co...puuing the results of arithmetic operations, and 3) the
ability to set up the computation necessary to solve a v;ord
problem. The present research focused mainly on word
problems, v; i t h the intent of d e t e r i,i i n i n g which
characteristics oi problems lean people to classify two ox"’
more problems as similar. Hoiv'ever, because these three
aspects of knowledge are interrelated, to gain an adequate
picture ot the abilities of the nonexpert it is necessary
to consider competence in each of these areas.
The results of two major educational studies, the 1970
iJational Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP, reported
in Carpenter- et.al., I960) with 9, 13, and 17 year-olds,
and the Rational Humber Project (RUP, Lesh, Landau, and
Hamilton, 1 9 8 3 ) v; i t h fourth through eighth graders,
indicate many students have difficulty with all three
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aspects of i-raction knowledge, but have more difficulty
solving fraction word problems than fraction coiaputatlon
probleus. These results corroborate the results of the
previous NAEP examination, and have been interpreted as
indicatinj^ that althou£;h students may have a rote
unaerstanding of computational routines, they have little
insight into problem structure. The results of interviev;
studies support this interpretation (see Behr et.al., 1983
ana Hunting, 1934).
Kuowxeage of Relative Sizes. iiany students appear
to nave poor intuitions concerning the relative sizes of
fractional numbers. Only 58 )) of a large sample of
Australian 14 year-olds successfully ansv;ered the follovjing
question: Which of the following fractions is closest to
3/16? a) 1/16 b)1/4 c)3/3 a) 7/8 e)1/2
(uourxe, 1 ‘ills, Stanyon, and Holzer, 1931, as reported in
hunting, 1984). Considering that performance is generally
better when the numbers are halves, fourths
,
and eighths
than other sets of fractions, tnis result is not
encouraging. On a more difficult task given in the NAEP,
only 12 h of a sample of 17 year-olds were able to order
5/3, 3/10, 3/5, 1/4, 2/3, and 1/2 correctly from smallest
to largest.
Hart (1981) has suggested that junior high school
students do not see fractions as extensions 01 ' wncle
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nuuoers, and therefore have difficultly locating fractions
on a nuiLber line and judging their relative sizes.
Exercises on both the hAEP ana RNP asking students to
locate nuLibers on a nunber line support this observation.
So.ue of the difficulty of indicating placement on a number
line may be a result of a confusion between the
interpretation of a fraction as a quantity and the fraction
as an operator (see 3 ehr et.al., 1983). Thus, some
children iiiight place a mark meant to indicate 1/2 in the
xiadle of the number line they were given, rather than at
1/2, because they sav; 1/2 as an operator. However, this
category of errors does not seem to account for all types
of errors.
Performance in identifying pictorial representations
01 fractions is somewhat, better when the arrangement is not
a number line. The HAEP results indicate most I3 year-olds
can identify fractions represented by siraple pictorial
representations, although Peck and Jenks (I98I) suggest
students are less successful when tney try to draw their
own pictures. The results on the RHP were similar, but in
addition indicate that more complex pictures, whose units
are odd shapes or are compositions of raore than one
separate shape, make the identification of the fraction
much more difficult. Thus, many students display evidence
of a liiiiited ability to compreiiend fraction knowledge
through pictures.
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Computational Procedures. Given that many students
have only moderately adequate intuitions about the relative
sizes of fractions, it is not surprizing that computational
procedures should appear to be applied in a rote fashion
(Cctrpenter et.al., 198 O). Although computational skills
prooably receive a disproportionate amount of instructional
time, as compared to relational sizes and word problems,
tne time spent is not as well reflected in test scores as
such emphasis warrants.
The NAEP test results indicate over 8 0 of 17 year-
olds can add two fractions with like denominators
successfully; however, performance drops to 65!^ or less
wnen the denominators are different. Somewhat counter to
intuition, if the denominators are not the saiue, the
complexity 01 the fractions had no effect on level of
periormance. Students seem to have a procedure to be
applied when unlike denominators arise and they can apply
it with similar results to any set of fractions.
The most common error made in addition on both the
hAEP and the PEP was adding both the numerators and
denominators of the fractions involved. The pervasiveness
oi uhis error was reflected in pictorial representations as
well: 3 ^% of the students taking the PEP indicated a
picture of 2/9 when asked to choose a picture representing
1/6 + 1 / 3 . Only 19 /i chose the correct picture of 1/2.
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Tnose students answering 2/9 seeie to lack well developed
aoaels of relative size, which could rule out 2/9 on the
basis that it is not even as large as 1/3. The lack of
well developed models of size is also reflected by
perforraance on another kAEP item: only 37 % of 1? year-olds
were able to estimate an answer to 12/13 + 7/8.
The HAEP and RNP reported fewer results for
subtraction problems, but in general, patterns of solution
lor subtraction follow the same trends as performance on
aduition problems, with slightly lower overall performance.
Performance on multiplication problems v/as just slightly
lower than periormance on addition problems v/hen proper
fractions were involved: approximately 2/3 of the 17 year
olds tSii-ing tile NAEP could multiply tv/o proper fractions or
a fraction by a whole number. Performance dropped to below
5 0 %^ vj h e n one or both of the numbers was a mixed number
(llote - civision problems were not included in these
studies). Thus, although students may have an algorithm for
performing a particular computation, these results seem to
indicate they may not have a good understanding of the
underlying concepts and processes.
'Eord Problems. More convincing evidence that
students do not understand underlying concepts may be founc
in an examination of performance on word problems. IJorc
problems tend to be more difficult for students than
computational problems. H
o
vj e v e r , performance on addition
ana s u o t r a c t i o n word problems was slii^htly better than
performance on computational problems that required the
same operation for solution and had similar fractions.
Carpenter et.al. (198O) suggest that the word problem
actually assists in the computation for addition and
suDtraction problems: the context may rule out certain
possibilities.
The relationship between performance on word problems
and computaoional problems is quite different for
multiplication problems. Only of the 1 ? year-olds who
took the i'lAEP were able to solve a single step fraction
multiplication word problem, v;hile 7 0 % were able to solve a
similar computational problem. Performance on the RilP was
similarly poor. Carpenter et.al. (198O) interpret this
performance as evidence that computacionax L._^ori turns, at
leaoU in the case 01 multiplication are applied mainly in a
rote manner. Because the difference in performaiice between
word problem solving, and computational problem solving is
so much greater for multiplication than addition and
subtraction problems, it suggests that children do no'c nave
well developed conceptions of the kinds of situations wiiich
are associated with multiplication.
Sources of D i f f i c u j l i e s
Tne results of test questions in all three aspects of
fraction knowledge serve to confiria the common observation
that knowledge of fractions is difficult to acquire and use
effectively. At least part of the difficulty raay be
attriDuted to "buA;gy" al^orithus (see Brown and Burton,
1973, Brown and 7 anLehn, I9QO) i’or a discussion of' bu^^s
in subtraction of whole numbers). A number of students
responded to questions on the HAEP and the RIJP in a way
tnat seemed to reflect an aliiorithm with a missing or
imperfect seep. For instance, v.'hen multiplying^ two
inactions, some students multiplied the denominators and
aeded the numerators. Adding the numerators is yust a
slii_;,nu ^.eviation from the actual algorithm which requires
one to multiply the numerators. In this case, the student
IS obviously unable to rule out the result on a logical
basis.
However, difficulties with fractions cannot be
attributed to algoritiimio confusions alone. In solving a
word problem, the problem solver must first decide ’what the
appropriate action should be, or alternatively, be able to
cifoose the correct action once several actions have been
ccxisiaered. The ability tc choose a correct operator
requires access to problem schemata that indicate the range
of situations to which the operator is applicable. Tlie
sciiema for multiplication problems in particular. G. p p G a. X"* S
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to be not well f o r in e d for raariy students, given the
oifficulty encountered with multiplication word problems.
One of the limitations of the ilAEP and the RIlP data
sets is thac although they provide an inaication of problem
areas for many students, they are not comprehensive enough
CO to provide much information about the characteristics of
students’ problem schemata. A goal of the present
research is to characterize students’ aritiimetic word
p i o b 1 em 3 c n e m a t a and to determine v; h a t information from a
problem is used to categorize it. For fraction word
problems, possible cues for problem classification laight
include the characters and setting depicted in the problem,
key v/ords comiiionly associated vjith an operation, such as
"oi" or "all together", and the general pattern of actions
in the problem statement. The IJAEP and RIIP results on word
problems suggest students may rely on different kinds of
cues when they attempt to solve multiplication problems
than with addition or subtraction problems. Thus, one
might expect a study of problem catet,orization to find
differences among operations.
The results of these assessments raise some important
issues for the present study of problem categorization.
Fxrst, since students perform poorly when asked to compute
ansv;ers to multiplication word problems, one might expect
students to also have difi'iculty recognizing a
fflultiplicatiori problera, since the hAEP results indicate
tnis poor problera solving, performance is not due to poor
coraputationai skills alone. Therefore, the first question
is: Are aiiferential rates of ca te^^or iz i ng problems related
to sKill xn recognizing problems of particular types?
second, there is a rather surprizing result that if
the denominators are not the sarae, computational problems
witn more complex fractions are not significantly harder to
solve than problems with simpler fractions. Therefore,
does the complexity of the fractions make a difference when
one is attempting to categorize a word problem? (i.e., do
less complex numbers facilitate understanding the action
pattern in a problem?). These domain relevant questions
v/ill be incorporated in the present study on problem
cateijOrization.
chapter IV
DISTIHCTIOHS AilOIIG VJORD PROBLEMS
The liuited conclusions which can be drawn from the
ilAEP ana RHP examinations indicate that a thorough
investigation of all three aspects of fraction knowledge
may not be a practical possibility. In fact, more useful
i-.nowledge might be gained by a more thorough investigation
Ox a ijore limited area, such as fraction word problems.
Given that mathematics problems do not generally present
themselves as cotiputations, but must be formulated as word
prooleii. s in the real v;orld, and given that students are
presumably taught computational techniques in order to be
able to solve word problems, the present studies were
designed to focus mainly on word problems.
One fundamental question is v.' net her there are any
systematic differences in ease of solution a m o n g word
problems that require the sanie operation for solution.
Researcii on addition and subtraction v?ord probleius with
young children indicates there may be considerable
variablility in the ease of solution of different types of
word problems. Given that "A word problem identifies some
quantities and describes a relationship among them" (Riley,
Greeno, and Heller, 1983)> the relationship may vary in the
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ue^ree to v.’hich it is easily uodeled and hence, solved.
In other words, if as Briars and Larkin (1984) suggest,
cnildren solve v.'ord problems by acting out the problem with
counters in their heads, it may be more difficult to act
out certain problems correctly.
For example, the following two problems (from Riley
et.al., 1983) could botn be solved by adding the two
iiUi.*bers given in tne problem. However, the rates of
success b^ first graders in solving these problems are
remarkably disparate: Problem A was solved by 100 of the
subjects, ^jhile Problem 3 was solved by only 6 % of the
subjects.
Joe had 3 marbles.
Problem A Then Tom gave him 5 more marbles.
Hov; many marbles does Joe have now?
Joe has 3 marbles.
Problem 3 He has 5 marbles less than Tom.
Hov; many marbles does Tom have?
There are several differences between these two
problems, including the presence of an exchange, the person
mentioned in the question statement, and whether or not
there is a comparison. Although less obvious, these
problems also differ in the "algebraic open sentence"
(or abstract algebraic equation) which laost closely
represents the problem. If X is the first known quantity
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u-entioned, j. tne second known quantity mentioned, and ? the
unknown quantity, then Problem A seems to be most aptly
describee by 'X + y = ?' and Problem B by ’X = ? - y*.
Although the final step in finding the solution to these
two open sentences is the same. Problem B obviously
requires the extra step of reformulating the problera by
moving y to the other side of the equation if it is to be
solved by addition.
There are many ways that one might try to analyze word
problems bO predict ease of solution. Kovjever, recent
research (i.e. Carpenter and Moser, 19o2; Riley et.al.,
1983; ririars and Larkin, 1984) is in agreement on one
major point: children's improved ability to solve word
problems as they become older is related to an improved
ability to understand the raore complex situations depicted
in problems such as Problem 3. Let us examine the ways in
wnich children's attempts to solve addition and subtraction
word problems have been studied.
Review ^ Researen on Addition and Subtraction
Early attempts to study the causes of differential
rates of solution for addition and subtraction v;ord
problems focused on surface features of the presented text,
such as number of v; o r d s in t ii e problem, presence of key
v;ords, and the size of the numbers involved (see Briars and
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Larkin, 1984 for a review). Althou-h these factors
ooviously have some influence on problem solving,, they do
non account lor all of the observed differences.
Kxntsch and Greeno (1985) have recently argued that
understanding a problem text requires both specific
iniormation derived from the text, such as the numbers of
objects involved, and a situational model that is developed
uased upon the reader’s understanding of conceptual
relations among quantities. They claim that the problem
solver has schemata for various types of relations among
quantities, vjhich may be cued, perhaps by key words, and
substantiated during the course of problem under standi ng.
Althougii Ciiere has not ueen complete agreement concerning
hov; specitic the schemata must be (e.g. Briars and Larkin’s
modeling approach proposes much more general schemata based
on verb understanding), recent research has supported the
claim that the reader’s understanding of the relations is
important, and has attempted to account for differences in
problem difficulty by distinguishing different types of
problems that may be solved by roughly equivalent processes
(see Carpenter and Iloser, 1 982; Mesher, 1 9 82; Fiiley et.al.,
1983; Briars and Larkin, 1984).
One v; ay in which problems have been oi s t i Uj^ui sh e d
accoraing to solution type is by the open sentence that
most closely matches the problem statement, i.e. Problem A
is most closely represented by X -i- Y = ? (see Briars and
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Larkin, 1934 or Riley et.al., 1983 for a review). Althouch
on 13 distinction seeias to capture some of the critical
distinctions between problems such as A and B, it does not
completely account for differences in rates of solution.
The following two problems can both be representec by the
same open sentence, A - B = ?, but Problem C is solved by
1 0 0 L of a sample of kindergarteners, while Problem D is
solved by 4)) of the same subjects (from Riley et.al.,
1933) :
Joe had 3 marbles.
Problem C Then he gave five marbles to Tom.
IIov; many marbles does Joe have now?
Joe has 8 marbles.
Problem D Tom has 5 marbles.
II o v; many more marbles does Joe have than
Tom?
These tv/o problems differ on the dimension of action:
Problem C involves an active transfer of a set of objects
from Person X to Person Y
,
while in Problem D the number of
objects each person has remains the same and the sines of
the secs are compared.
Thus, anocher way of distinguishing problems is by the
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presence of an action. However, it is also possible to
snow throu-h such examples that two problems that both have
an acuion cue but have different open sentence structures
would have different rates of solution. Thus, the presence
of an action cue alone is not sufficient to predict problem
soivinc success: both the form of the open sentence and the
presence oi action cues are necessary to predict problem
solvin;^ success.
1 h e most recent research on arithmetic word problem
oOlvin^ has involved both tiie form of the open sentence
and the presence of actio cues in problem organisation
otructures, altnou^xi tne details of these raodels are
oli^hcly diiferent (i.e. Riley et.al., 1 983 versus Briars
and Larkin, I 98 M). Both orj^anisations differentiate
be t w ee npr o hi eus with action cues, problems in which two
sets are combined, and problems in v; ii i c h two sets are
CO lii pared. Riley et.al. (I983) further separate probleras
i n V o 1 V i n action into those in v/ h i c h the intent of the
action is to make t vj o sets equal and those in 'which it is
net. In addition, both organizations consider’ -which
c o lu p o n e n t is unknown: tne initial quantity, the change to
that quantity or comparison quantity, or the resultant
quanti ty
.
Ideally, it vrould be advantageous to include all types
o 1' the p r o b 1 e ra s vj h i c h have been 'previously d e f i n e a .
How ev er
,
given that these studies have di s ti^ui shed a dozen
5 1
or more types of addition and subtraction probleus, it was
not feasible to conduct a thorough i nv esti^^a ti on of all
types of probleius in a first set of studies. Hence, the
proolems usea for the present study were liiaited to those
in v/hicn: 1) the result was the unknown quantity and 2) the
fractions were proper fractions, i.e. hao values less than
one. This produced four types of problems, two problems in
wnicn one would aad and two probleus in which one woul-d
suDtract. Furthermore, one of the two problems for both
cases nad an action cue, termed a dioiamic problem, ana the
other did not, a static problem.
Tuese four types of problems were: 1) the result of an
incrementinj" change in ownership, 2) the result of tv/o sets
combined, 3) the result of a decrementing change in
ownership, and 4) a comparison of the size of tvjo sets.
The range ot operations was expandea to include
multiplication ana division problems in which the result
was un.-^nown. Again, one problem had an action cue and one
did not. The four multiplication and division problems
v<ere: 1) tne result oi a fractional transformation of a
fractional part, 2) tiie relationship of a fractional part
of a iraction to a v;hole, 3) the result of partitioning a
fractional quantity, and 4) the size of a quantity given a
fractional part. Examples of all eight types of problems
are given in Table 4.1.
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TABLE 4.1 - Ei£lU Types of Fraction Word Probleias
n g g 1 1 i o n
Dv naLii c
3 t a o i o
Charlie had
neii^hbor gave
3/6 of a can of cake frosting,
him another 1/6 of a can of
His
cakeirosting. How much frosting did Charlie have
L- n 0 n .
Rachel tested 7/16 of tne lab animals, whileKarry oested 3/8 of the lab animals. W’hatinaction of the lab animals have they tested
tO(_;e th er ?
SuoLracci o n
nauig Hansel began the trip with 3/4 of a pound of
bread. He used 1/4 of a pound of bread
the trail. Hov; much bre
then?
I a g g 1 g
to
Hansel
m ar K
have
Heraingway used 47/ 80 of a box of typing paper
last v/eex, v/hile Orwell .used 34/40 of a box of
typing paper. How much more paper did Orwell
use than Hemingway?
Hulti'olication
lie Ltargret has 2/5 of a gallon of ice cream. She
gave 1/5 of the ice cream to her sister, Anne
ilarie. How much ice cream did Anne Harie
receive?
Static 7/10 of the beds in
with flowers. 2/7 of
What fraction of the
tulips?
the garden were planted
the flowers were tulips,
garden was planted with
Division
I)y nami c Grace had 3/4 of a pound of chocolate bits.
She needed 1/4 of a pound of chocolate bits to
make a batch of cookies. How many batches of
cookies coulg Grace make?
Arlen mixed up 5/12 of a bucket of birdseed.
He found he had enough birdseed to fill 7/12 of
his bird feeders. Hov; much seed would Arlen
need to fill all the birdfeeders?
CHAPTER V
EXPERIMEHT 1
Introductinn
The priuary purpose of Experiiaent I was to try to
erciine wiiat types of cues are used by nonexpert problem
solvers in deciding what operations are necessary to solve
inaction word proolems and whether the cues that are usee
Vdry irom problem to problem. An argument was developed
earlier in tnis dissertation that one of the distinguishing
cnaracteri sti cs of expertise is the ability to classify new
proolems and information appropriately according to the
deep structure oi the problem. In the present experiiaent,
one presence of two types of cues was systematically
manipulated in the context of fraction \;ord problems: 1)
suriace structure cues, a similar story line for word
problems and the same numbers for numerical equations and
2) deep structure cues, v/hich indicate v;hat operation is
required to solve the problem.
The Best Examples theory xvould predict that when
subjects are required to judge the siriiilarity of several
proolems, both experts and nonexperts should correctly
judge a word problem to be similar to a standard if both
the surface structure and the deep structure are similar.
—
a 0
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However, nonexperts should be more likely than experts to
juQi,e two problems to be similar if they share only surface
structure similarity. In particular, nonexperts snculd be
likely to base their judgments on surface structure
similarity if the operation needed to solve one or both of
the problems is not generally well understood. Thus, it
would be more difficult to recognize a problem which shares
only operation similarity with another problem. in
contrast, experts should consistently state that two
problems are similar only when they boch require the same
operation for solution.
possible Xnl l uences o n P e r f o
r
r.: a n c
e
Any two problems which require the same operation for
solution must share some features of similarity, whether it
io cnljr on a deep, abstract level, or on a relatively
surface level as well. Different types of similarity may
influence how easily a problem can be correctly
categorized, and henee solved. Four factors which may-
influence the ease of making a similarity judgment \jill be
investij^aued in xjiiperiment I. Differences in
categorization performance may result from: 1) differences
between arithmetic operations in ease of understanding the
p r c b 1 e 1j s or modeling the actions, 2) differences among
probleias that require the same operation, but have
different open sentence structures or differ in presence of
an action cue, 3 ) difficulties related to the fact tnat a
Koru problem must be coupared with a word problem, rather
tnan a nuiierioal expression, or 4) difficulties related to
itanxpulatinj; the specific numbers Involved in the problem.
Betvjeen Operations. The-pp^ in ere are owo sources of
inioruation v/hich su^^gest that fraction v/ord probler.iS
requiring different operations are not equally difficult to
solve, and therefore may not be equally difficult to
recognize as requiring the same operation. First, for the
13 -year-olds vjho participated in the HASP, there v;as
consiaerable variablity in performance in solvint, single
step word problems with v;hcle numbers in which the result
was unknown. IIinety-si:c percent solved the addition
problems correctly, 39^^ solved the subtraction problems,
77,
j
solved the multiplication problems, and only 403 solved
tne division problems. Second, the results for one step
Inaction word problems in which the result v; a s unknown
revealed similar variability in difficulty among fractions:
tne rate of solution for addition and subtraction problems
vjas close to 60 3, with addition problems solved correctly
s 1 i ii 1 1 y more o i z e n . The i;i u 1 1 i p 1 i c a 1 1 o n problems were
solved by only 303 of the subjects. ho divis_ on proulems
•vicn T7 Gx"*c
uasea on txiese results, one v;oula e::pect none:: pert
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subjects to have the least difficulty recojnizin^ taat two
aadition problems require the sane operation, followed
closely by subtraction problems. liul tiplication should be
consideraoly worse than either addition or subtraction, but
data are not available to predict whether or not
multiplication should be better than division.
Uitnin Operations. There nay be differences auonfj
problems that require the same operation, as well as
diifereiices between problems requiring; different
operations. As was discussed in Chapter IV, not all
addition and subtraction word problems are equally
difficult for younj, children. Even if the open sentences
that best represent two problems are the same, it may not
be equally ^ ^ eaoy to Sa.y tnau these two problems require
the same operation. The presence or absence of action cues
iniluences ability to solve a problem, as well as the type
of open sentence. Thus, another purpose of the first
e..per.Lment v;as to investi^^ate differences betv;een fraction
word problems tiiat did ai, a did not incorporate action cues.
In order to make the experimental design feasible,
only p r o b 1 e iii s for v; h i c h the result 'was u n 1: n
o
\i n vi er e
included in the study (i.e., the open sentences v;ere of the
form " A + B = ?
,
" A - B - ?
,
"
"A x 3 = ?
,
" or "A / B = ? " )
.
i h e r e v; e r e t o types of problems v; i t h i n each operation: 1
)
dy nai-iic problems that had action cues, and 2) stacic
problems, v; h i c h had no action cues.
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Foruiat ci"’ Problo.aS. A tliird factor which lai^ht
ir.fluenoe the eaee of oatesorizatlon le the format in which
the prohlecs are presented. The saiae ooEputation could be
presented either as a numerical sentence, such as 1/3 s 1 /t
= ?, or as a word problera.
II the subject first tries to deueri^iine waat operation
is requirea before finding another problem chat matches in
pero-tion, it may be easier to recognise a word problem
tnao requires tne same operation as a numeric statement.
The operation, in this case, need not be extracted from the
second problem since it is already qu .
According, to this loi^ic, subjects snould perform
better with a w’ o r d problem standard when ^ i v e n numeric
alternatives chan when ^iven alternatives that are wore
proolems, since tney must determine the operation required
to solve only one problem. The newt least complicaced
s e t c i n v; o u 1 d be a numeric equation presented with word
problem alternatives, followed by the comparison of word
problems to v;ord pro bl eras. However, subjects may not try
uo determine the operation required first and instead look
for similarity in the 'wording, in which case the best
p e r 1 o r m a n c c should result vr i t n c o la p a
r
i s
o
n
s
of vr o
r
d p
r
o b 1 e ra s
to word problems.
Computational Ease. A fourth factor which may
ini’luence the ability to categorise word problei.:s is the
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ease of computing the actual ansvjer. Althoui^h the IJAEP
stuGy did not find any uajor differences in ability to
solve probleius that vjere related to the type of fractions
involvea, the result seems unintuitive. It seems that if
tne numbers involved in a problem are easy to think about
or to visualise, the problem should be easier to solve. m
i a c t
,
very young children can solve problems with, very
small numbers that they cannot solve with larger numbers
(Gel man and Gallistel, 1978). To investigate whether the
type of fraction involved did make a difference in ability
to categorize problems. two types of fraction 3 iv ere used:
1
)
Easy fraction pairs. for which the common denominator
w a 3 either 3, 4, 5, 6, 0, 9, 10, 12, or 16, and 2
)
Hard
inaction pairs, for which it would have been difficult to
find a common denominator, such as 12 and 13.
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lie t hod
o u b ,i e o t s
Sixty-three undergraduate students enrolled in
psychology courses at the University of Ua ssa eh u s e 1 1 s
participated in Experiment I in exchange for course credit.
Only tuose subjects who displayed above average verbal
bilities, as indicated by a stanine score above 5 (of 9)
on the Peabo(Jy Picture-Vocabulary Test (PPVT), were
included in further analyses, to ensure that poor
pertoriaances could not be attributed to verbal ability
aione. Thus, analyses were conducted on the data of 4 ?
subjects, 16 aales and 31 females. Their average age was
20.0 years.
i-ive expert mathematicians also participated. They
nad eiciier a decree in matnematics or considerable advanced
m atheraati cs trainin^^.
i 1 a t e r i a 1 s
The probleias were presented in a booklet with wide
mar^jins for making: notes or computations, if necessary (See
Appendix I for test materials). Tlie booklet was coia posed
of two subsections: 1 ) Section I contained 56 randomly
ordered items requirin', judgments of similarity, and 2)
Section II was composed of eijvht fraction word problems, to
Viiiich suojects were to indicate the operation needed to
solve the problem
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oecoion I contained two types of itens, 32 single step
arithmetic word problems (one operation was required to
solve cne problem) and 24 translations of single fractions
that were included aa filler Itema. ill 56 items had a
similar structure; a standard was presented with four
alternatives. The subject was to choose which of the
alternatives "went the best" anc the "next best" with the
>-> i^a nc=_r d. Tue instructions stated that the subjects should
nave labeled "best" that alternative wnich matched the
standard in both the story line or numbers used and the
operation required to solve the problem. They also stated
onat tne second best match required the same operation or
was the same fraction: it had no obvious similarity in the
story line or numbers. A third alternative matched in the
story line or* numbers only, and the fourth alternative
matcned neither the story line or numbers nor the operation
or fraction. For example:
Standard
Best hatch
i-is. Gray reserved 4/8 of the seats in the
t neater. There v/ere enough seats for 5/8 of
ohe students in the school. Ivhat fraction of
the theater was needed to fit all the
students?
i'is. Gray’' reserved 5/10 of the seats in the
theater. There were enou^^h seats for 7/10 of
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II e X t Best
Story Line
I'i e i t ii e r
the students in the school. Uhat fraction of
one tneater v/as needed to fit all the
students?
hicole had 2/5 of a pound of popcorn. She
used 1/5 of a pouno of popcorn for each
popcorn strins she r-aue. How r.iany popcorn
strings could Nicole Liake?
Ms. Gray reserved 4/8 of the seats in the
theater. She found enough students to fill
5/8 of the seats she had reserved. Uhat
fraction of the theater was filleo by
the students?
Matthevv had o/4 oi a pound oi' radish seed.
1/4 oi the seed did not sprout. Kow rjuch seed
did not sprout?
Oi the 32 arithmetic problems in Section I, there were
8 standards that required each oi’ the 4 operations. Half
of the problems had easy fractions and the other half had
hai’d fractions. There v/ere also four types of comparisons:
1) a dynamic word problem standard with word problems as
alternatives, 2) a static word problem standard with word
p r
o
’o 1 e m s as alternatives, 3 ) a vj o r d problem standard with
numeric problems as alternatives, and 4) a numeric problera
with v; or d problem al t er na ti v es.
The reruaining 24 problems in Section I involved
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trausla-oions of fractions depicted in either a numerical,
pictorial, or written problen foruat. These problems were
used as filler aaterial and were not analyzed separately.
In Section II, subjects were given eight fraction word
probleus, and were asked to decice whether they should add,
subcract, multiply, or divide the two nuubers given in the
pro olein to obtain the correct answer. There were two
problems requiring eacn operation, one aynanic and one
static.
P rocedure
The subjects were run in small groups of no more than
sin people. The instructions were provided in the written
uooi-.let (see A p pen din I for instructions and test
questions). The subject was instructed to cnoose the
alternatives that went "the best" and the "nent best" with
t n e 1 V e n problem. Two sample i t e it s were provided to
ensure that the subjects understood that their clioice
should be based upon the operation or the fraction. After
they had read the instructions and the saraple problems,
subjects v; e r e told t h a. t it v/ a s not necessary to solve any
ox’ t n e problems, but it was p e r i s s a b 1 e to i-; r i t e in t h e
booklet. Any furtiier questions were answered at this time,
li o time limit vias given.
Uhen the subject had completed half of Section I,
there was a short break during v/liieh the PPVT v;as
adi'inisterec iuaividually by a second e :: p e r i n e n t e r in
another roon;. The subjects then returned to
rooi.. and couipletea the que stionnaire.
the original
D e s 1 ;
n
Tne aata frot: the similarity judgment task involving
i^ne 32 woru problems in Section I were analysed according
>^0 a design with one be t u e e n- s u b j e c t s factor and four
wi onin-subjects factors. The be tw ee n- sub j e c t s factor,
-.rror Level, was a measure of word probleu solving ability
that vjas calculated on the basis of the subject's score on
Section II. There were 10 subjects who miscl assif ied the
operation of only one or none of the eight problems in
section II. There were three groups of less expert sub-
0 e c u s , 11 w n o a d e two e r r o r s
,
14 \i no made three errors,
and 12 v; ii 0 made four or five e r r o r s
. The four w i t h i n
c:) u b j e c t s X a c t o r s were Operation, the D i f f i c u 1 t y of t ii e
ij u xj b e r s x n v o 1 v e d ( I a s y or hard). Type of comparison
( Dy nam i c - y or Q
,
Static-dord, h ord-lluu her, il uu ber~h or d ) , and
Cue choice (correctness on best match, correctness on
second best m a t c ii )
.
Sectxon II Vi as also analysed i nde pendently of Section
1 to u e t e r m 1 n e n a t i; i n d of errors s u b j e c t s ... a d e . T ii e r e
were ovio within subjects factors in tnis desigii: arithxietic
Operation a n u p r o s e r: c e c f Action Cue in a p r o b 1 e i.i
.
R e u 1 1 G
G c o r 1 ,
Data from Section I were coded in two ways: 1) accord-
in- to the relationship between the standard and the sub-
ject's two choices and 2) for correctness, i.e. uatchin.
tne standard in operation or not. Each of the two cnoices
was transforniec into a code that indicatec what type of
cues were present in tne problem. Tne alternative tnat
i*.atcned in both surface structure and deep structure will
ue referred to as 3, the deep structure only match is
the surface structure only match is S, and the remaining
aloer native tnat matched in neither uimension is E. These
pairs Oi choices v;ere tabulated over all subjects.
Tne seconc coaing indicated whether these choices \;ere
correct. The subject received a score of 1 for the ^ Cue
ii Cither ox tne t'wo choices was a j3, and a jJ ctiierv/ise. A
score of 1 was ^iven for the D Cue if either
, of the two
answers v.'as a D. These scores were analysed in a 4 (Error
Level) :c 2 (Cue types - D and D) w 4 (Operation) 4 (Type
- Dy na^.i 1 c - or d
,
Static-hord, U ord-huit ber, I! um b er- !; or d ) n 2
(Difficulty - Easy, hard) AhOVA.
For Section II, the correctness ox' the cr. oice of
operation to solve the p r o b 1 e :.i vj a s of interest. The type
of incorrect operations chosen was also analysec. Section
II i'/ill be aiscussed first, since tne results of this
6 5
G e c t i o n w ere
expertise
.
used to aeterLiine tr.e subject
i V e 1 s of
Section I
i
Section II v;as developed to measure expertise. For
cnis purpose, a subject received a score fror.i 0 bo 3 indi-
cating; nunber of errors in stating the operation to be used
in solving each of the eight probleus. The subjects were
aivided into four Error Level groups on tne basis of tnese
scores: 10 subjects raade 0 or 1 error, 11 subjects laade 2
errors, 14 subjects made 3 errors, and 12 subjects made 4
or 5 er’rors.
me responses to the items in Section II v/ere also of
interest i n do p en de n t ly of Section I (see Figure 5 . 1 ). A 2
(Action Cue - present or not present) x 4 (Operation) AIIOVA
revealed a main effect of Operation, F(3,141) = 45.95, ^ <
0.0001. The mean scores for problems requiring eacn opera-
tion v;ere in the following order frora hi(_,nest zo lovjest:
addition, subtraction, division, multiplication. The cor-
rect operation v/as stated for audition problems more often
than for multiplication, i(4?) = 9 . 49
, ^ < 0.000 1
,
or
division, ^(47) = d.37> £ 0 . 0001 . h espouses to subtrac-
tion problems v/ere also significantly better than responses
to multiplication, t.(4 7 ) = 0 . 76
,
0
.
< 0 . 0001
,
or division,
£( 47 ) = ^«7j £ < 0.0001, problems. Tiie difference in
performance on ii. u 1 t i p 1 i c a t i o n and division p 1 ’ o b 1 e m s a s
ADDITION
subtraction
MULTIPLICATION
DIVISION
6 6
PERCENT CORRECT
5 >O 2
o
z
n
c
m
FIGURE
5.1
-
SECTION
II:
ACTION
CUE
VS
OPERATION
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si^nifica.:t: uora divisioa problems were responded oo
correctly, t(i|7) = 4.07, ^ = 0.000 2.
Tnere was aiso a main effect of Action Cue, F(1,47) =
O.02,
_ 0.0 17 9, in which the correct operation was
indicated more often for Dynamic problems than for Static
pr o bl em s
.
Action Cue and Operation interacted, F( 3 , 141 ) = 10.81,
il < 0.000 1 ), limitins the i n t er pr e ta bil i ty of ane effect of
Acaion Cue. Of the two problems
-iven for each operation,
cne correct operaaion was chosen for the Dynamic problem
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-nil icanaly more often for every operation except multi-
plication: addition, t(47) = 2.34, ^ = 0.0237, subtraction,
Ji(^7) - 0.14,
_p = 0.0029, and division, ^(47) = 2.96, jd =
0.004o. For multiplication, performance was better for the
static problem, t( 47 ) = -3.5 8, = 0.000 8. The results of
Section II are summarized in Fi£;ure 5.1.
The actual responses to each of the ei-ht problems are
^iven in Table 5.1. Three problems are of particular
interest because of tne low rates of correct respenain^ and
iii^ii oonceiit ration oi answers on a sin^^le alternative:
D^'namic multiplication (10 of 48 correct, 30 subtraction).
Static multiplication (22 of 40 correct, 25 division), and
Static division (21 of 43 correct, 22 m ul til pi i ca ti on )
. It
is apparent that many subjects cannot reliably oistinyuish
static i.iultiplication and division problems: 16 subjects
confused the operations of multiplication and division for
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TAiiLZ: 5.1 - Responses on the
Add
P r 0 b i e 1.; T / u e
Addition
Dy nao i
c
kl
Static 12
Subtraction
Dy nau i 0
S G a t i G 1
i.ul ti pi i ca oi on
L y n a III i G I
h 'G a 1 1 c 0
Division
Dynarjic 1
Static
Operations Assessiient Task
Response
S ubtract k ul tiolv Divine
0 0 1
0 6 0
16 2 0
16 1 1 0
50 10 7
1 22 25
1 1 1
'P t~
am
u 22 212
o9
bocii oi ch6SG Droblcp'^ n-’’ ’•Ux cne 11 suojecta who a u suer go
b o t n p r o b 1 e u s correctly, 10 v; e r e in i h o n ^ -j , iw V, ix- xn. une 0-1 wrror Level
I^i'oup. An a 2 test on ths correctness of the responses for
static uultiplication and division problems indicates the
Choice oi‘ operation u ay be random,
^
= 2.106, jo > 0.10.
This is not too surprising,, siven the similarity of the
computational al^ori thm s.
Tnere v;as a very different
uyiia.,iic multiplication problem,
interpreted this pro bl era as
however, they did not interpret
pattern of re ponses to the
IiOSu (30 Ox' 4 8 ) subjects
a subtraction problem,
either subtraction problem
as a multiplication problem. Obvious
a s y m i.r e t r i c . More i ra p o r t a n 1
1
y , t h e
problems were not treated as members
since uiie rase and type of 'wrcn^
ly, this confusion is
two multiplication
of the sarae cate^jcry,
answers were quite
different.
Section J
Se.u Diixerences. Preliminary analyses rcvealeci no
main effect of se::, F(1,35) =
.43, J2 = 0.5165. Of the 32
interactions that involved the sew variable, only two ware
significant: Difficulty :: Operation x Sex, F(3,105)
- 3.16,
12 = 0.0273, and Hatch x Operation x Sex x Frror Level,
Z ( 4 5 , 5 1 5 ) = 1 .49, 12 - 0 . 0283 . One v/ o u 1 d expect 5 , or 1.5
Ox the 32 tests to be s i n i f i c a n t by chance. T ia e r e f 0 r e
,
1 v e n t n e lack of a main e f i' e c t and the possibility that
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interactions could nave occurrea by chance, the se:
oroupiriG variable was eliainatsd to provide aore
test the reaaining variables.
P o V.' e r to
Tne Best nwaaples Theory. According to the Best
h^cauples Theory, experts and nonexperts should perforu
3iuilarly when there is a high aegree of cue overlap
b e u w e e ii problems, i
. e
. t n e y s ii o u 1 d both chose the 3
alternative. Differences in perforuance should result in
cnoosin^ tne alternative that only L.atches in operation,
because experts are uore able to distinguish the valid cues
i i. one B alternative f r o u t Ii e invalid cues in the S
al ter na ti v e
.
The results of Experiaent I are consistent with these
n y p o o ii e s e s . The five expert a a t li e a a t i c i a n s consistently
cnoose the 1 and D alternatives. Athough the subjects with
0 or 1 errors were probably less expert than the five
mathematics experts, there was still a main effect of
e^. peroise, Z(3>43) = 7.17, = 0.0005. The nonexpert
groups were not different from each ooher, F(2,34) =1.29, ^
= 0.2u9, but overall the expert ^i’Cinp performed marginally
beoter txian the average of the nonexpert groups, ^(43) =
1.9 9, il < 0.10.
The i.; a i n effect of Cue t y p e w as h i g h 1 s i ^ n i f i c a n t
E ( 1
,
4 3 ) - 1 5 C . 9 2 , ^ < 0.0 00 1: t e 3 alternative V7 a s chosen
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• 2 )
. This
uxi or
ii cl ii u h e D a 1 t e r n a t i V e (sec F 1 ^ u r e
i by th e Best Exaiaples Theory since
3. p • The j-iOSo ijXa.aples Th e 0 ry also
preoicts an interaction between Error Level and Cue type:
t .i i 3 interaction v; a s s i - n i f i c a n t
,
F ( 3 , 4 3 ) = 3.52, ^ _
0.0229. The expert ^roup picked the 3 alternative
sln^iiuiy, although not si ^-nif i ca nt ly
,
nore often than the
cor-Dined nonexpert
-roups, t(43) = 1.87, i> < 0.10, and tne
D alueri.at^ve signal i canc±y nore often tnan the nonexperts,
^(^3) = 3.15, < 0.01.
Cue overlap was obviously a stron- factor in uakin-
3 i i.i i 1 a r i t y j u a j a e n c s : 119 7 of the 1 5 3 6 pairs of
alternatives chosen by all subjects were either a - D or E
- a pairs. Lore x n p o r t a n 1 1 y , of the pairs in v; h i c h at
least one alternative vj as not correct, i.e. nouB- B, 466
of the 8 07 (or 5 85) of the pairs were 3 - S pairs. The B -
a pair was cnosen wore frequently than would be expected by
chance frou auonr the renainint. I'ive pairs of alternatives
" 'l20,D-a= 8G,Dr.II= 29,a-n= 102, 1^(4) =
7 5 6 . 0 9 7) a < 0.0 0 0 1 ). T n u s
,
v; h e n subjects a a d e a
incorrect similarity judgment, they tended to rely on
surface structure overlap.
ine eiiect oi expertise see.,ied to be i n cepe ii cent of
tne 0 p o r a u i o n a li d the Type of c o .i p a r i s o n i n v o 1 v e u , since
*.rror Level did not inov.ract with any variables other than
Cue. Thus, experts appear to be ^^enerally more capable of
ERROR
LEVEL
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7ai oi n^^ui shi n relevant
Operaoion. As
^ ^ i r r e 1 e V a n c s i ij i 1 a r i p y
,
e p e c t e d
, y i v e n the results 0 f
P o u 3 studies, there vj a s
tL(3,129) = 51.5, jj < 0.0001
P r o b 1 e u; s were r e s p o n d s d to
subtraction, i(4?} = 4.30,
a n a X n e x’
f
e c t of Operation,
(see Fii^ure 5.3). Addition
c o r r e c 1 1 u o r e o f t e ix than
lx = 0.000 1, X.1 u 1 t i p 1 i c a t i o n
,
t(47) =
0 . 0001
.
10.51, < 0.0001, or division, t:( 47) = 6.42, y; <
In turn, reponses to subtraction probleus were
reliably bet per
^( 47 ) = 7.5 2. i.
Chan r e s p o n s e s to e a t ii e r multiplication,
< 0.0001, or division, 1( 4 7) = 6.42, yx <
0.0001. h e 3 p o n s e s
were not siA,nix^ica
corresponas co the
to ic ul ti pi X ca ci o n and division problems
iiuly diiierent. This pattei'’n ex' results
pactern ox"' results obtained on both che
i. A E P and t n e K N p where the
answers to word problems,
in Sec cion II as \,'ell.
subjects actually computed the
A s 1 i:i liar p a 1 1 ex"’ n v; as o b t ai n e d
Operation also interacted si jnix'icantly
-,/ich Cue type,
ix(3,1i9) = 9.51, jC < 0.0001. Subjects cu.ose tiie D
alternative with equal x" r e q u e n c y for audition and
s u b c r a c c 1 o n p x"’ o b 1 e xa s
,
but p i c 1; e a the 1 alternative more
often for addition problecxs than subtraction probleiis,
ji(47) - 4.15, 1= .0001). For multiplication axx
c
division
proolems, the reverse x; a s true: the £ alternative -was
Chosen more often for division problex.xs, 1(47) = -3.05, y: -
0 . G 0 a 7
,
but there x; a s no c i f x' e r e n c e in c iX o o s i n ^ the D
alternative. Tlxe differences betx;een subtraction and
ADDITION
subtraction
MULTIPLICATION
DIVISION
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u 1 t X p 1 X c a u i o n \v e r e t n e o a a e
^
-1- 1 1; r* il u. t i V 0 s
.
for b o
-G h t n e B ana £
Type. There were four Types of ooraparisons; 1 ) a
ayna.aic nora problera with word probieia alternatives, 2) a
static word problem: with word prooleu alternatives, 3 ) a
word proulei.- wian nmaeric equation alternatives, and 4) a
numeric equation with word problem alternatives. The main
efi-ecc of Type was marginally nonsignificant, £(3,129) =
2.5o, £ = 0.0 56 a (see Figure IIA, Appendi:; II). However,
o a e r j c. s a significant d i f x e r e n c e between responses to
Dynamic - Word items versus Static - Uord iceus
,
with more
cor re Co responses to Dynamic - Hord items, £(47) = 4.14,
0.0001. This aifference was also observed in the results
Cj. SoCuion Ix: responses stating the operation required for
cne solution of a word problem were generally better for
L j n a .,1 i c p r o b 1 e i.i s . x h u s
,
t ii e r e is a d q i t i o n a 1 e v i u e n c e
sug;_,esoing tnat all word problems which require the same
operatiOii are not responded to similarly.
Altnough there was no overall effect of Type, Type did
interact with several variables. Tnere was an interacuion
between Type and hatch, £( 3,1 29 ) = 7.4 4, jd = 0.00 0 1: the£
alternative v; a s chosen less frequently for U o r d - Hu u b e
r
p r o b X e 111 s than i o r all other types (not significant), out
the D alternative v/as chosen si t_;nif i ca nt ly more often for
!.'ord - Humber proolems than for tne average of all oth. er
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-ypes, t( 47 ) = 4.6 7, 14 < 0.0 00 1
. If a aubjeot had
oorraotly identified the operation nhich should be used to
solve t.ia ,;ord problem, it uould be easier to ehose a
second slternative in lining .•unicn tiie operation v;as clearly
indxcated, as in a nuueric equation.
Type also interactea with Operation, F(9,3G7) = 12.65,
^ < 0.00 0 1 (See Append!:: II for figure). Altnou^h no
3 in,le forrsat was best for all operations, fer the
operations of subtraction and division, the Uord - nuaber
probler,is v/ere responded to correctly r.:ost often
. For the
operation of addition, h’ora - huuber probleius ranked second
for nunber of correct responses, while for ra ul ti pi i ca ti on
probler.is, hord - liuuber probleus ranked last. Thus,
responses to kora - Muiuber probleus were
-enerally better
tnan responses to other types of probleus, encept for
^.iua tiplication probleus. Considering only Uord - kuuber
p r o b 1 e s , r e p o n s e to u u 1 t i p 1 i c a t i o n probleus v; a s
si^nii icantly worse than perforuance on all other types of
proeleus coubined, 1(47) = 6.63, j: < 0.00 0 1.
The pattern of results for the Cue :: Operation :: Type
interaction, F ( 9 , 3 0 7 ) , i = 0.0 0 7 1 , f u r 1
1
: e r- i n c i c a t e
c.if±icult> w i oh V/ord - Huuber multiplication probleus. The
^ c li o i c e s e e i: s to be chosen at slightly above chance over
one cnoice (Lean = .53) and tne 1 choice picked at ckance
f r o ia the r e u a i n i n ^ three alternatives (Lean - . 35 ). 0 c e
ilppenciii 11 for ij.^ures ox tiie CT, OT, and COT interactions.
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uiificulty. There was no overall effect of the
Difficulty of the fractions involved in the probleus.
Although this result corroborated results obtained with the
:’AEP, it seems somewhat surpriains- However, difficulty
ci i d interact with several variables. T ii e r e was an
interaction of Difficulty and Operation, 1(3,129) = 6.71, ^
0 . 0 0 0 j . t ii e r e v; a s no difference in performance between
Hard and Easy problems for all operations e :: c e p t
subtraction, t(47) :: 4.14, j: = 0.000 1. The rexaainin^ four
interactions su^sest difficulty may have sotie effect on
pt;rior;aance, but it is not consistent over Cue Operation,
or Type: Difficulty :: Operation :: Type, F( 9,3 87 ) = 2.1 9, o
= 0.0219), Cue ;c Difficulty :: Operation, ?(3,129) = 7.93, ^
= 0.000 1, Cue :: Difficulty Type, F( 3,1 29 ) = 2.8 3, ^ =
0.0411, and Cue :c Difficulty Operation Type, Z(9,3 87) -
4.12, J2 0.0001, 2ee Appencix II for figures).
Discussio n
Tne results of Experiment I are consistent witn a Best
Examples interpretation: nearly all subjects correctly
chosc the E. alternative, which had a hi^n de<^ree of cue
overlap v; i t h the standard ( ] o t e that it is possible t n a t
the slight d i f f e r e n c e between the number of expert and
uoae::perc subjects v/iio chose the B alternative is cue to a
reoponse stratei^y employed on some items: x^or the best
maocn, subjects may have chosen one of the two alternatives
that B.toiiod in surface structure, £ or £, realising; that
one of these was prooably the correct response. The second
choice was then made from the remaining; two alternatives, D
ana n. This strategy would also explain why subjects
aometimes chose the H response.). However, nonexperts
cnose the D alternative much less often than the more
expert subjects, and instead often chose the S alternative,
wiiich was similar to the standard in the arbitrary cetails
Oi tne story. in other words, novices made fewer errors in
aecidini_, that tv/o problems which both i"’eq wired the same
operation for solution were similar if the story lines were
the oQu-o. ihrrors were coiationly made by Ciioosint^ the alter-
native t n a t was similar only in story line, not the
essential ciiaracteristic of operation required for
solution.
Tiie results oi tne study also suggest that certain
types OI problems are more difficult to understand, as
indiCdtec by lov< rates oi success in identifyin^j similar
problems and in determining the correct o p e r a t i o n hie Ii
should be used to solve the problem. Performance was best
on a d a i t i o n problems, followed by subtraction, and then
iij uti pi 1 ca ti on and division problems. There was no evidence
to s u ^ ^ e s t t n a t either the difficulty of the u m b e r s
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involved in a problem or the fori::at of the probleu presen-
tation has any systeuatic effect on the subjects' ability
to deteriaine that tuo problems require the sa.ae operation
for solution.
Section I provides soue su
stronger evidence, that there are
CO.,: pr eii ena fractioii word problen
GGestion, and Section Ii
differences in ability to
s which require the sarae
operation. The error rates for tnese prod eras in which the
result was unknown were aifferent for dynaraic probleas and
s^aoic probleas. For the a ul ti pli cation probleas in Section
Ii, not only were the error rates different, but the raost
Gouaon incorrect answer was different: 63 :^ of the subjects
would ri a V e subtracted to find the answer to the D y n a ra i c
r.j u 1 o a. p 1 i c a c 1 o n p r o b 1 e a , v; h i 1 e 5 2 would have divided to
answer the Static ra ul ti pi i ca ti on proble.a. Certainly, one
a. i^nt e.. pect ,:,.Ui.oiplication and division to be confused,
^iven the siailarity of the solution al^'orithas, but it is
not obvious why one w’ould call a ra ul ti pi i ca ti on problea a
subtraction pro ole nr. To develop sorae explanation for this
phe noia e no n, let us carefully consiaer the wordin^j of those
tv;o problems.
First, the dynamic la ul ti pi i ca ti on proolerri that was
considered by laany uo be a subtraction problcri. was:
k a r y r e t had 2/5 of a a 1 1 o n of ice c r e
a
i;r
. She e
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1/5 Oi tile ice creau to aer sister, Anne Marie,
ice creau did Anne Marie receive?
IIo'j nuch
I n c u i u i V e 1 j ii e w o r d i n of this problem seems consistent
with the idea of wnole number subtraction: Marsret had some
ice cream and she
-ave sOaiC of it away. Yet, if whole
numbers are substituted into this problem ( and the wordins
is caan-ed to be consistent with whole numbers) the wording
13 i.ob consistent with an interpretation as cither a multi-
plication or a subtraction problem: "Mai—ret had 2 ^aliens
OI ice cream. She wave 1 ^allon of the ice cream to her
sister, Anne Marie. Ilov/ much ice cream did Anne Marie
receive?". if margret save Anne Marie one gallon of ice
c r e a I.;
,
t xi a t is w hat A iwi e Marie received. There is no
subtraction needed.
i h e o t a t j. c multiplication p r o b 1 e i.i
,
c o it it o n 1 y
m i s cl a s si f i e d as division, was:
b / 1 a o I t ii e s ^ o e n was planted w i t n flowers. 2/5 of
t n e 1 1 o V.' e r s w' e r e tulips. IJ ii a t fraction of t xi e ^ a r d e n was
planted with tulips?
in this case, when v/hole numbers are substituted into the
problem, and liberal chanyes are made to make tne woruino
c o n s 1 stent w 1 1 h w' h o 1 e n u it b e r s
,
the problem does b e c o it e a
division problem. "5 parts of the s^i’den were planted 'with
the p a r t e r e planted ij i t ii tulips J h a t
i 1 o V/ e r s
. 2 o i
fraction of the
-arden was planted with uulips?”. fven
witn these liberal wordiu^ cnan^es, the problen cannot be
iiiLerpreted as a ;.iul tipi ication problem.
^ I o li e e n e r Cl 3 e of substituting v/ n o 1 e numbers i n t o
fraction word probleLis is repeatec for dynamic ana scatic
versions of ocher operations, tne outcoice is quite
revealing. One can substitute whole nucibers into all
acaition ana subtraction probleus, as v;eli as dynamic
d i V i ^ ^ o n probleus u i t n only u i n o r wording; changes ( i; o t e :
For euauple, a dynaicic division probleu n-ith fractions:
o-race nad 3/4 of a pound of chocolate chips. She needed
1/4 of a p c u i: d of chocolate c n i p s to i.* a h e a d a t c o f
cooiies. How uany batcnes of cookies could Grace uake?
0 n o c o u 1 a substitute 2 for 3/4 a i: d 1 for 1/4 and the
prosaeu soill sounds sensible as a division probleu.).
h o V.' e V e r
,
one cannot substitute v: hole n u .t b e r s into static
division probleus or any u ul t i pi i c a t i o n probleus. The
reverse e u e r c i s e , of substituting fractions into whole
nuLiber probleus yields siuilar results.
This enercise su^tissts that whole nuuber ana fraction
probleus Li a y i:i a v e a i f f e r e n t structures. Addition and
subtraction probleus v; i t h f r a c t i o n s u a y be u n d e r s t o o c in
tne saue way that ’/hole nuuber probleus are understood, so
tiiere is little difficulty in uakir.o a transition to usin,^
frac-cions. Hov;ever, fraction u ul ti pi i ca ti on and division
?roble.cs may not be understood in the same way, and hence
are more difficult to understand. Thus, there is an a
priori basis for predicting, that these three types of
problems, dynamic multiplication, static multiplication,
ana static division, should be raore difficult. The worst
performance should occur on dynamic multiplication
proDlems, since they actively su^i-est an alternative
operation for solution.
Tnese data su^-est that there may be some structure
innerent in word problems which is intermediate between the
ourface structure or story line anc the deep structure or
operation. That structure would be shared by all problems
of tne same operation which had the same action cue, i.e.,
eitiier all a ad an action cue or all did not have an action
cue. If tnis is true, then nonemperts snould be more able
to say tnat two problems require the same operation if they
also snare the presence or absence of an action cue than if
they are mimed. A major purpose of mwperiment II will be
to investigate tnis intermediate level of problem
sti’ucture.
CHAP P VI
:X?ERi:iEHT II
Introduction
E::pen.aent I provided support for an account of novice
ana expert problem solving behavior within a Beat Bxanples
iraLiev;ori:. Tne results of the experiment also raised
several new issues v;hich wil' dp i-M-pr-i--;xij. oe inv esi^i^atea in Experiment
li. iiiese include: 1) wii ether it is possible to precict
unen the surface structure only alternative is likely to be
c ii o s e n over tne operation only alternative, 2 ) the
possibility that patterns of errors can be better under-
stood by postulating a miadle level of structure which is
between deep structure (operation) aria surface structure
(stoiy liiie; and 3) ’wnetner difficulcies in recO;^nisin,_,
similarities amon,^ fraction problems are related to diffi-
culties in interpreting, corresponding vjnc'le number
problems. A fourth aim of this e x p e r i u e n t v; a s to deter-
mine wnether tne results could be extended to a younger aye
popul ation.
S u r- f g c o Structure Errors
In previous chapters, it was aryuea that nonexpert
subjects may weiyh surface structure similarity too heavily
;; n e n 1 e y i.. u a t decide v; h e t h e r two problems are similar.
1^ '*
o 0
The hi^h frequency with which the a alternative and the £
alteruative were chosen support this contention. m „ost
nonexpert subjects did not seen to rely exclusively on
turface structure similarity. choosing incorrect
alternatives less often tnan wouln be expectec by chance.
Since the S alternative was chosen for soi.^.e itei^s, out noc
ccners, it is of interest to investigate one conditions
ahat loay lead to correct and incorrect answers. Section
III Ox n.xperiment II was designed to test whether
Goniusions uade on the operations assess^ient task could
predict tne conditions under which errors would be uade.
The majority of the subjects clearly do not re-ard
sir. il an ty in surface structure as tne u o s o important
indicator that two probleus require the saae operation,
lienee, subjects Eust access ax:id correctly interpret the
deep structure cues at least sone of the time. If the deep
structure cues v;ere not correctly accessed or interpreted,
then the S alternative ni^ht appear to have uore cue
overlap w i t n u n e s o a n d a r d . T n u s
,
the Best E x a t. p 1 o s theory
‘.jouIq predict that the subjects would fail to choose the ^
alternative, which shares f e v; e r s u r x' a c e cues v; i t ii the
standard, when the operation needed to solve the standard
cannot be easily identified by the subject. This
information could be Brined usina tiie results of the
Operations Assessment task, which was Eection II of
o —Co
E p e r i r.i e n t I
.
Thj-s argument can be extended somewhat i’ u r t n e r : even
i f t ii e
needed
suoject cannoc correctly identify the operation
to solve a probleia on the operations assessment
uasic,
-one subject may net choose an incorrect alternative.
If standards requiring each operation were paired v:ith
alternatives requiring every other operation, cercain
coniusions mignt be very likely and others unlikely. For
example, if u n.
e
subject n a d said one should m u 1 o i p 1 y when
given a division problem, one inight expect the subject to
cnoose the ^ alcernative if it required multiplication for
solution. In constrast, if tne proolem required addition,
ic should be less likely that the suoject would choose the
3 alcernative, because subjects rarely confuse adaition and
division probieos.
In order to nest whether errors made on the similarity
judgiaen'c tasx are the result of an incomplete under standing
of the operations involvea, a task such as the operations
assessment t a s I; may be used. In this task subjects i.i u s t
state what operation would be appropriate to solve a
probleu. The errors mace on this task would allow for
predictions concerning which specific pairs of standards
and alternatives should lead to incorrect judgments of
similarity. For this purpose, the data from S x p e r i n e n t I
could have been used. However, tiie operations assessment
tasx was repeated in Experiment II to ensure that the
ciifierent pro'olsiasresults v;ere replicable v/ith d f er blsias. The
o X n i 1 a r i L, j u d u e n t task was modified for 2 p e r i l. e n t 1
1
.
In L::peri..ent I, the word problem stanoards were paired
v/ith alternatives that seemed likely to be confusaolc. m
order to tesi; the current iiypot’nesis, vjord problems
re^uirinc, each operation for solution were paired with sets
of alternatives in which the S ana k alternatives required
every other operation for solution.
l; i ddl e L e v e 1 dtruccure
Tne results of Experiment I indicated that subjects do
not treat in she same v/ ay all problems which both require
the same operation for solution and have the same open
eencciice descripsion. In a set of items controlled for
1
1-'
P e o I open sentence, there were d i f f e r e n c e s in
pen oruance related to the presence or absence of an acsion
cue. Such differences su^^est subjects seem to be
coi-sicive to a middle level of structure for fraction w’ord
problems tiias is interniediate between surface structure and
deep structure.
h’ ii a t m 1 j ii t this level of structure be like? T h e
-i i d d 1 e level s t r u c c u r e o a p r c b 1 e i p r o o a o 1 y m ore
related to t iii a w o r d i n of a problem t h a n t li e deep
structure, w'hicn indicates v;hat operation is appropriate.
absLract
0 /
C ll G V
U 0
and is prooaoly fairly t . for e::ar:ple, it is not
iuuediately obvious now a dynamic ana a static
laultiplication problea are alike, otner than tna
require the same operation for solution. Howe
di-nauic a ui ta pi i ca ti on problexas with the saae open sentence
descripnicn may share a coouon flow of action, have verbs
witn siailar aeaniiit^s, and similar question stateuenes.
For the purposes of Experiment II, middle level
structure will be defined as follows: problems with the
same middle level structure require the sarae operation.
usin<j X.’. idale level structure
description, and nave o n e s a ill e
dimension. The a d V a n t a o a of
.ctu to aid i n pro b 1 e Li
t v; o u 1 d alio vj oO make
a 111 0 n c; s c p r o b i e 11 s w i t h less
a di scrim illation based on deep
t r u c t u r e
.
if bills middle level of structure is usei’ul in
0 a c e o r i s i n m ana s o 1 v i n ^ v; o r d p r o u 1 e u s , then 1 1. e f o 1 1 o w i n y
t a s X s ii o u „ V. provide evidence for t li e e ;c
i
s t e n c e of these
s true cures. A subject is presented wish a v.’ord problem
s o a ii a a r a and i o u r alternative word problems. Each of the
al 'c er i'la t iv e s requires a different operation for solution.
1^ ^ne LxciSix is co ciioostx txie cxlternacive \x.ilcxx requires cne
same operation as t ii e s t a n d a r a
,
it s li o u 1 d be easier c c
choose t n i s 1 1 e r n a t i v e if it has t ii e same middle level
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structure as the standard. In ether uords, there should be
I'acilitation in choosin^ the correct alternative if either
octn wore problems are dynamic or both are static. A
u 1 t 0 i no d i f I e r e n c e b e t e e n sane c o p a r i s o n s and
Gxiicrent comparisons would indicate that either there is
no difference in the difficulty of malcin^ these comparisons
or one subjects arc- not sensitive to middle level cues.
fnole humbers Versus Fractions. There is one
lurcner way in wnich middle level structures mi^ht oiffer.
T ii e analysis based on the substitution of whole n u m b e r s
into sensible f r a c t i o word problems and vice versa
conducted in the last chapter indicates thai: middle level
Surucbures may be different for corresponding; v.’hole number
and fraction word problems for at least some oypes of
pi cbxems. nOiiie suostituoions are non sensible, inuicatiiiC)
diixcr cnees in the ways in which whole number and fraction
multiplication and division problems are p,e no rally
structured. If one considers only those problems in which
tue result is unicnovin, three factors may influence mi o die
level structures; 1) the operation required to solve the
problem, 2 ) the presence or absence of an action cue, and
3 ) the presence of whole n u li b e r s or fractions in the
P r c b 1 e 1..
.
If the types of n u m b c r s in a word problem c i’ i t i c a 1 1 y
affect its structure, then performance on t n e operations
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assessuent task should vary as a function of
-whether whole
uuubers or fractions are used. Differences should be
^reauer for problems in which whole nuubers cannot be
substituted for fractions or
-/ice versa (i.e. dynauic
2 ulti plication, static
.multiplication, and static
Qxvision). Such differences would su-yesu that difficulty
in unaer stanain^ these three types of fraction problems is
n o 0 due to c. ii» i ^ u n d e r s t a n d i n ~ of the corresponding whole
iiUi.. ber probleiiis, but is unaque co tne fraction problems. To
test this aspect of middle level structure, the operations
u. o o e s s m e n t o a s n was e x p a n d e d to include 'whole number as
’well as i-raction word problems for each Operation
- Action
Cue c 0 b i n a t i o ii
.
a xOuni_,er Population. One of the rtore attractive
Cl opecos of ur.e nest li; am pies tneor’y is its potential to
ciccount lor categorisation beiiavior across a v/ide range of
a ^ a s ana d o m a i ii s . T n e o r e t i c a 1 1 y , the s a i: e principles
Siiould be applicable to infants acquiring lanj_,uage and
auults learnin^ physics. One should find the same guiding
general principles of categorisation amongst nonexperts of
;clve fraction problems, a
the results of these studies should
r en v; ii 0 hav e recently learned h 0 Vv" to
i s. nd liav e less e :: p a r i e n c e solving
tiiem. The overall levels of performance for adults and
children may be differeiit, but the patterns of data shoula
be the same, i.e. nonexpert children should be sensitive to
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the sanie kinds of cues and ^ake the san:e kinds of errors
that are aaae by nonexpert adults. Sooordinsly, a sanple
Oi ei^htn ^rade students was included in Experiment II, m
adaition to an adult sample. Eighth graders were the
youngest population available which had c o r. p 1 c t e a all
instruction involving fractions at tne time of the study.
Method
Sub 1 e c t s
Fifty
-seven college students
participated in axperiment nl
undergraduate students enrolled in
the University of Massachusetts
excnan^e for course credit. There
ij a 1 e 3
,
;; i t h an average age of 20.0
test St a nine of 6.0.
and 53 eighth graders
. Tne adults were
pyschology classes at
w n o participated in
w ere 29 females and 25
years and average ??VT
Tne eighth graders \;ere students at the Frontier
Ee(_,ional Junior High Scnocl in South Deerfield,
ila s sa cli u se 1 1 s. They vjere enrolled in the top three of five
eighth grade mathematics classes, two of v/hich 'were .^.Igebra
I classes and the other a standard eighth t_^rade mathematics
class. All the students i; e r e taught by tne same
1 .. a t h e m a t i c 3 teacher. T
1
1 e 20 males and 32 f G m a 1 e
0 o i.: p 1 e t e c the study I'i ad an average age o f 1 3 yea
;.ionths, ana an avera^^e PPVT stanine
allov/inc, study to be conducted,
honorariuij of seventy-five dollars.
of 6.4. In return for’
the school received an
i a t e r i a 1 a
The problems were presented in a booklet composed of
three subsections (See Appendix III). The first section
contained tne liatcn task; this task was described in the
introduction to Experiment II and vj a s intended to
investigate tne effects of middle level structure on the
L,asiv of recognizing that two pro'oleiiis require the same
operation for solution. The operations assessxaent task was
contained in Section II, It was modified f r’ o m E x p e r i la e n t I
u o include v/ ii o 1 e number as i; e 1 1 as fraction problems.
Seoul on III was the similarity judgment task, modified to
include pairings Oi standards requiring each operation v;ith
and incorrect alternatives requiring every other operation.
Section I . For the Hatch t a s ic in Section I
,
the
subjects were given 1 6 items, each of which had a word
problem standard and four word problem alternatives. The
subjects were required to choose the alternative that \;as
"the 3 a m e kind of p r o b 1 s i.. " , i t h an example clearly
indicating tnat the alternative should match the standard
in operation. The alternatives were structured as follows:
they all employed the same characters and had as similar a
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Si.ory line as possible. Each of the four alternatives
lequirea a aifierent operation for solution, so there could
ue only one alternative which i.iatchea the standard in
o p er' a ui o n
.
Four of the 16 standards required each operation,
nali one standards and half the sets of al a er na a iv e s had an
action cues, while half did not, i.e. half were Dynanic and
a 1 1 o a a a i c
. The standards were paired with the sets of
alternatives so that half the iteras were matched for
presence of action cue and half 'were not.
Section II. The operations assessiaent task for
Section II in E p e r i a e n t II v; a s e s s e t i a 1 1 y t la e s a ra e as
Section il in Sxperiuient I: the subjects were ^iven a set
ox word probleus and were asked to state whether they would
ana, suotract, iiiailtiply, or divide to solve each pro'oleia.
However in Ewperiaent II, there were 15 probleias ratner
tno.n c proolfeiuS, so as to include a corresponding set of
wrhole nuiaber probleus.
All of the problems were new, to ensure that the
results of dwperiiaent I were not cue to tlie specific
probiems used. They included four problems requirin', each
operation, half of vj h i c h had whole numbers and h a 1 x'
fractions. Half the problems v; e r e Dynamic and half v; ere
Static.
Section III. Section III was a similarity Ju,_i.:en-c
task 'with 24 items. Thus, a vj o r d problem s t a xx d a r c w a s
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presented with four word probleci alternatives:
xjatcn, an S and an n uatch. The subject
a ^ lu a t c n
,
a
v; a s told to
choose t n e alternatives V7 h i c h
best” v; i t h the standard.
E :: p e r i r.i e n t I
,
that operation
similarity judgment.
ror Experiment II, the s
went "the best" and "the next
It v/as i:ade clear, as in
should be the basis for the
/andard and its alternatives
i.) a t G n e d on the d y n a la i c - s t a t i c dimension. There w ore t n r e e
sets of items for each of the
CO :.:bi nations: the aistractor ::
sets each required aifferent
Thus, standards requiring each
alternatives requiring ev
al t er na t iv e s .
eij^nt operation
- action cue
terns for each of the t r e
e
operations for solution,
operation were paired v/ith
ery other operation as
Procedure
The instructions for each section in the experiment
were provided in the v;ritten booklet iumediately preceding
the appropriate section (see Appendix III for copy of
instructions and test iteias). For Section I, the subject
'was instructed to chose the single alternative that matched
the standard in operation. In Section II, subjects u er e
told to indicate the operation they would use with the t'.;o
n u b e r’ s ^ i v e n in the problem to solve that problem. In
Section III, subjects were to choose the alternative that
uent the best and taen the ne::t best with the ^iven
i^tanaard. E::aruples clearly indicated that operation should
be the basis for a si..ilarity jud-aent.
ihe adulus were run in suall groups of no laore than
oi.. oubjev-cs and w'ere self-paced. There was a uessa^'e at
tne end of Section indicating it was tine to ta t e the
r'iVi. Tne ??VT v;as administered by a second experimenter
±n another room. Subjects then returned and finished
Section III.
The children completed the experiment
matheu,atics classroom in tv/o separate 'A5
_n the first session, they did Sections I
ill was 0 o lu p 1 e t e d a day or t V; o later in
a 1 t a s ic s in their
minute sessions,
and II. Section
the next class.
The PPVT was administered individually by two experimenters
d u r 1 n g the t v; o v; eeks foilo v/ i n g the a d m i n i s t r a t i o n of the
experiment
.
S e s i , . n
The 16 problems in the Matching task of Section I were
analysed u s i n g an A I’ 0 V A design w i t two bet v; e e n - s u b j e c t s
variables (sex and a ^ e ) and tv/o within subjects factors
(Match and Type). T i: e r e v; e r e e i g h t C p e r a t i o n - A c t i o n Cue
COlil'oix*<iGxOiio • c.GGj.L«iOiij StiiClC cLCiGluiOnj iiiic
s u b t r a c t i o a
,
static subtraction, g y n a i.i i c i.: u 1 1 i p 1 i c a u i o n
,
static multiplication, d y n a i.. i c division, and static
division (Mote - Since the analysis of Experiment I
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iiiaica-ceu 'chat aubjects do not treat all probleus
the same operation for solution in the sane way,
tne only aistinetion that was uade was auonj ei^^ht
r eq ui ri n^j
Ty y e was
types of
pr obi er,:s
. ) .
oectxon II, or tne operations assessiaent task, vjas
a^ain analyseu independently of its use as an indicator of
iraction ?rooleiu solving ability. There were two between-
subjects factors, se:c and a^e, and two w i thi n- s u b j e c t s
t actors, liuicber type (whole numbers versus fractions) and
Type oi' pr-oble!'.j (3 types).
The 2 4 proble.Js in the similarity judgment task
(section III) were used in a correlational analysis. The
errors iC a d e i i; Section II v; e r e used to predict the number
Oi errors subjects would make in eacii pairing of standard
and ale er natives. C*iildren and adults vjere analysed
separately ano toi^echer.
i . G S U i L .
,o C G i -1- i .
,
For Sec-Gion I, the alternative chosen for eacn probleni
uas scorea as correct or incorrect. A choice was regarded
as correct if the alternative requirec the sane operation
for solution as the standard. For each probien, a correct
choice v;as codec as a 1 and an incorrect choice as a 0.
X n o e e t i o n 1 1
,
t n e operations a s s e s s e n t t a s i:
responses v/ere coded in a siuilar nanner. In addition, the
incorrect choices were tabulated, resulting in a confusion
:.i a t r X :c that u’ a s used to predict the responses for Section
III. A r.i e a s u r e of e :c p e r t i s e ;j a s also c o lu p u t e d as in
xnperinent I, using only the responses to the eight
fraction probleus. Unfortunately, this cata did not allow
i o r an A F 0 V A vj i t h Error Level as a factor, as i n E p e r i c. e n
t
1, because the sizes oi' the error level ^^roupings v.’ere too
disparate. Ho;: ever, several t tests coiaparing novices and
e p e r t s v: e r e p e r f o r xi e d in an a 1 1 e ix p t to d e t e n i n e if t i: e
results replicated Experiment I. In the present
e :: p e r- i IT; e n t , t h. e r e were 15 relatively expert subjects who
made 0 or 1 error on Section II, and 94 r. o n e p e r t s who a d e
2 or :.j ore e r* r o r s . Only four of the e x p e r- 1 s were e i g h t
h
o r a d e r s
,
;; h i c h did not a 1 1 o v: for separate tests of adults
and eighth <_,raoers.
;i e s p o n s e s to Section III, the s i xi i 1 a r* i t y j u d g i.: e n t
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task, Mere scored on the basis of
pairs oi alternatives chosen. The
to nave responded correctly if the
the correctness of the
subject was considered
two choices w ere t ii e ^
alternative and the alternative.
o e c s i o ii
Seetion I was aevelopea to deteriuine whether shared
uiodle level structure facilitates the jud£,iaent tnat two
probiei_s require the sasie operation for solution. A 2
( o e ( A 53 e r o
u
p ) :c 2 ( I-. a t c h - h a t c ii i
n
£ or u i s a t c h i
n
^
in middle level structure) :: 8 (Type) AhOVA was perforraed.
ihere were no main effects of either se:; or a^^e: adults
were no better t n a n e i h t h £; r a d e r s on this task. T li e
eiiects of na'cch and Type vjill novj be discussed in detail.
Tne main effect of hatch was hi^^hly significant,
j1(1,105) = 29.0 9) ji< 0.0001. Subjects cr. ose the
alcer native tiiat required the same operation as the
s u a n d a r d more often when tne i.i i d d 1 e level structures were
the same (See Figure 6.1). Thus, the data from Section I
support tne hypothesis that subjects are sensitive to
middle level structure and that it is helpful in decidiu^^
that t v; o v; o r d problems require the same operation for
solution.
The main e f i' e c t of Type vj a s also quite significant,
F(7,735) = 29 . 09
, 2.< 0.0001, as expected, ^iven the stron^
effects of Operation and presence of Action Cue o b s e r v e c in
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E::periuent I. However, the pattern oi'' errors was so.„ewhat
aifferent frou that observed in Hnperiuent I (See Ei^^ure
6.1). Hecallin^ the results of Section II in H::periaenc I,
the operations needed to solve the dynaraic ra ul ti pi ica ci on,
otaaie lauleiplication, ana static division probleias were
uliv, uoso dixficult to identify. in the current ewperiaent,
i.- e r I o r a a n c e on i t e u s with d y n a u i c addition and static
addition standards was better than for the reaainins types
of iteas corabined, t(10S) = 11.48, 0.000 1. Static
audition problems were responded to correctly more often
cnan dynamic addition problems, t.( 1 03) = -4.23, al < 0.0001.
Tnere were no significant differences among the sin
remaining types of standards.
Hatch and Type also interacted, F(T,735) = 16.63, o <
0.
00 0 1. The e f f e c t of a .ii a t c h in m i a d 1 e level structure
Vi as positive for all types of problems except tv7 o:
performance on the static addition item v/as slightly better
1.
'iien tne alternatives did not match in middle level
structure, =
-2.17, = 0.0319, v; h i 1 e p e r f o r m a ii c e on the
Qynamic multiplication problems was significantly better in
the i.i i 3 u a t c h i n g condition, t = -5.19, < 0.00 0 1. An
examanation of Figure 6.1 indicates that performance on the
former tv;o problems 'was quite high, ana any difference
bet \i e e n the m m ay be cue to chance.
A possible explanatioii for the latter reversal mi^^ht
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be found by enarjinin^ the pattern of
6.1. v; n e n the a y n a u i c r. u 1 t i p 1 i c a t i
uioh other dynamic probleras, luariy
errors shown in Table
on problem was p a i r o d
subjects incorrectly
enose tne alternative that required subtraction. As noted
in the last chapter, both of these types of problems
involve tne removal of some portion of a set, and hence it
is lixcely txiat subjects would consider both problems to be
subtraction problems. h’hen the dynamic multiplication
problex.. was paired v;ich tiie static alternatives, there v;c-re
no other problems that involved removal. Thus, the subject
..ould be leo.j likexy co L<hink the multiplication and
oubtrc. cuion problems required the same operation for
solution.
match by Type also interacted with A^e, ?(7,735) =
2.7 j> - O.OObS. As can be seen in Figure 6.2, the
patterns of facilitation differed slightly for adults and
e 1 h t h ^ r a d e r s . T xi e most notable d i f f e r e n c e v.‘ a s on the
dynamic m u 1 t i p 1 i c a c i o n problem in t ii e m i s m a t c h i n
c o n d i t i o n
,
in v; h i c h adults chose t ii e correct alternative
more often than e i ^ ii t h j, n a d e r s . Thirteen of the th
(traders chose t h. e subtraction alternative in t n i s case.
versus 3 adults, indicating the streiiitth of the perception
a m o n (j the eighth p; r a d e r s that this type of problem is a
u b t r a c t i o n p r o b 1 e m
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TAJLE 6.1
-Section 1 : Responses of Adults and Eighth Graders
P r 0 b 1 0 i:i Tv ,;e
liatchin :
R e s 0 o n n c
.
.1 u ^ i t j. o no u 0 1 r a c ^ j. i.^^_t_i_o_n n,
A Ci d i t i o n
S y a an i o
o o a u a c
S u b t r a c t i o n
D V n a i'.: 1 c
Static
llul t i al i c a t :i
D V n a i.i i c
S t a u i c
D i V i s i o ! 1
D n a I.i i o.
Stacie
Loi.iatehi nr
A d G a cion
D V n a i-i i 0
o c a c i c
ouocrciC cap ii
P'.r ; a a i c
o w a c i c
I.ux t i a I i c a c i o n
D:; nani G
Division
D ~ n an i v.
Static
51 !4S 2 2 5 3 20 1 2 1
4^ 1^6 1 20 5 2 1 2 25
3 2 5 3^. 2 26 112 16 4 2 5
3 !3 4 4 2 2 8 9 2 19 1 2 2
['1
1 !3 23 2 26 211-16 12 2 7
9 2 a 1 23 4 0 2 8 5 7 26
4 13 7 25 2 2 25 4421 8
5 2 4 4 2 8 1126 3 7 2 3 4
iim 3 2 8 5 2 4 7 23
i 4 1 4 0 0 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1
6 2 8 1 7 2 24 27 2 1 4 7 1 6
3 2 4 29 2 26 16 2 19 9 2 3
I
5 2 2 3 2 13 4 6 2 2 3 3 27
9 2 8 1 23 4 0 2 3 5 7 2 6
0 ! 4 8 2 5 27 2 25 2 2.. 2 1 8
2 2 11 10 2 11 7 2 11 2 8 2 1 Q
o'-* Ch Cl c? r* 3
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The perforaance of ep.perto and novices in Seonion 1
vtas ooapared in three nays: 1 ) responses on all itens
CO.;, bines, 2) respo.-.ses on only tne itecs that aatched in
..iddle level stracture, and 3 ) responses on Itecs that
u±suai:ch8Q in aiciale level structure. There v;ere luaroinal
aifferences between experts anc novices on all probleus
co..oinec;, t(20) = 2.3C, J2 = 0.0274, anc on une ...a.chin^
:.:iddle level structure iceias, t(25) = 2.31, jo = .029 1
( il 0 -c e
, £ < 0.0157 is needed for significance with a
Eoriferrroni t test and three cora pari sons). Experts siay be
Slightly r.ore sensitive to laiddle level structure cues than
novices.
3 e c i: i o n
Section II i 2. 3 the 0 p e r a t i on assessment sash of
P e
r* i :.i e n t I
. It v; a s used i n t h e current e n o e r' i
.
.cl e n t for
v^nree purposes: 1) to provide an indication of expertise,
2} to replicate tlie results of Section II in E::per i..i ent I,
d- d to c o u p a
r
e r e o p o n s e s u o p r c b 1 e la s vj' 1 1 ii v: ii o 1 e n u a. b e r s
to probleias wich iractions. A 2 (Sen) n 2 (Aije (^rcuo) n 2
(ilua, ber type - whole nuraber or fraction) ;; 8 (Type) AHOVA
revealed no ra a i n effect of sen and no i n t e r* a c t i o n s
involving sen. The nain effect of aye -was si ynif leant,
£(1)103) = 20. 9 S, ^ < 0.0001; adults cliose the correct
opercition for solution nore often than eij_,hth yraders.
There \;ere no significant interactions with aye. Thus,
1 Oil
axtnou^ii adults responded correctly nore often tnan ei-hth
v^raders, tne patterns of response -• & -r ricoi-xiiioe ..e e oiie sa.ue, as
predicted by tne lest Exaiuples theory.
Tnere nas a larije 'main effect of .lunber type, £(1,105)
- 4h0.9d, i < 0.000 1; problems u’ith whole numbers were
respondec to correctly more often than problems with
iracuions. An enaainauion of Figure 6.3 shov;s that the
average rates of response to problems v;ith whole numbers
r a n y e d x r o i,j 0 9 'c. o 9 o percent c o r- r e c t
. In contrast, the
average solution rates for fraction problems ranyed from 19
95 percent correct.
X n e main effect of Type was a y a i n s i y n i f i c a n t
,
x.V(,iss> - il5.08, jx < 0.0001. Tne patterns of responses
replxcated Section II of Enperiiaent I: performance on the
dfiia.aic mul.^iplicatiOLi, static multi plicauion, and static
division problems c o xi b i n e d a s s i n i f i c a n 1 1 y worse t h a n
performance on all other types of problems, £(103) = 13 . 4 C,
£< 0.0001.
There was a si;inif leant interaction between Type and
i’ u l; b e r
, £( 7,73 5 ) = 52.6 4, jd < 0.00 0 1, v/ h i c Ii v/ a s predicted
by tne number substitution enercise conuucted in the last
c n a p t e r . Performance on all v; hole n u u b e r problems v; a s
beater than performance on corr esponei fraction problems
(See Fiyure 6.3), out the netjative effect of fractions u'as
more pronounced for certain types of p r o o 1 e m s . An
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relatively suall,
1 Cc
V- a i.i j. a ci t i o n 0 1 Figure 6.3 shows
oi^niiicant, differences in per o r m a n c e
but
on dynamic
addition, i(103)
probl eus, i( 1 08)
3.26, = 0 . 0015
,
and static subtraction
3 . 75
, £ = 0 . 0003
. Lar— er differences
in performance were observed on the problems where perfor-
i.iance was predicted to be lower by the number substitution
enercise; dynamic multiplication, t.(10G) = 17.68,
0.0001, static multiplication, t(103) = 15.13, 0.0001,
and static division, 1(108) = 9.97, l< 0.0001 (hote,
^<0.006j IS needed for significance).
iae peri orraance of experts ana novices v;as compared on
c. n e ;; h o 1 e number problems in Section II. The mean
p e r I o r id Cl, n c e for both groups ;; a s quite h i h : the la e a n for
experts was 7.87 (9o%) correct of 8 problems, wnile the
d. e a n i o r novices was 7.^5 (.93). experts v; e r e able to
identify the operation needed to solve whole number
problems s i n f i c a n 1 1 y more often t ii a n novices, 1(76) =
2./1, M - 0.00o2. Performance was not compared on the
fraction problems since tne responses to these probleras
were used to define expertise.
Section l±i
Section III was desij^ned to investigate whether one
could predict the situations in which subjects o u 1 d be
1 i .X e 1 y to err on the 5 i ic i 1 a r i t y j u d m e n t task. If a
subject stated that division shoulc be used to solve a
problem that required u: ul t i pi i e a u i o n
,
then that subject
possibly err in the siuilarity jud^uent task when a
:aul tipiication probleu was presented with an S alternative
that required division.
Accorain^^ly, the perforisance of the i^roup on Section
II was usee to predict ^roup performance on Section III
(See Taole 6.2 for the confusion matrix). Performance
across aim subjects on Secticn_ II correlated with perfor-
i.iance on Section III, r = 0.369, i( 1 07 ) = 4.35, ^ < 0.001.
£Oi mij_,iich i_jraders, tnis correlation v/as significant, r =
0.571, ji(51) = 4.96, jj < 0.001, while for adults it was
not, _r - 0 . 156
, ji(55) = 1.17, ^ ^ 0.10. The correlation
was significantly lar-er for ei-;th j^raders than aeults, Z =
a. 49
, ii < .02. Adults and eighth t^raders may liave
developed ditferent scrate;jies for solvin^ these problems
Wiiich GOiioributed to tnc mainituee of the difference.
For eij^hth ^raders, the results support the hypothesis
uhao suojects ivill tend to err on those icems that present
potoiicial GoniounciS of the type that subjects have confused
in rm-Uiinj; an operation, i.e. performance on the similarity
judgment task is predicted by performance on the operations
3. S S 6: S S lu 0 II Is is 3. S Ic •
The performance of experts and novices on Section III
essentially replicated the results of m x p e r i m e .1 1 I :
a 1 b h 0 u ^ h b e r e ;; a s a d i f f e r e n c e bet \i c e n novices and
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TABLE 6.2 - Section II: Operations A s 3 e s 3 iii e n t 1 £. 3 I k
Acd
it 6 G p
S u b t r a f! t
on5_e
Euiticlv Divide
'
ii 0 1 G I ; u iJ b G r r.
Addition
_D V n a u i c:
3 ! 5 0 ! 0 0 ! 0
S t a t i G 56 !47 0 ! 2 1 ] 3 0 ! 0
S u j t r a c t i n
Dy naiuic 0 ! 1 5 7 15 0 0 ! 0 0 ! 1
Static
1 ! 4 5 5 ! 4 2 0 ! 2 1 ! 4
ilultiolication
Dvnai.iic 0 ! 3 0 ! 2 ^7 145 0 I 2
S t a u i G 0 ! 3 0 ! 1 5 7 ! 4 G 0 ! 0
Division
D Y n a Li i n 0 ! 1 1 ! 2 2 ! 4 54 !45
S t a 0 i c 0 !2 0 !3 0 ! 0 ^J.4I
E r a c 1 1 o n s
i. daition
Dv iiaui G 5J...i3 5 2 ! 9 3 !2 1 1 5
Static 54 147 1 ! 1 2 ! 0 0 ! 4
Subtraction
Dv nani
n
1 ! 2 53 !4o 3 ! 0 C ! 2
S c a aa c 1 !3 4 5 ! 3 5 5 ! 5 6 ! 9
L u 1 L i 0 1 i c a t i o n
Dv nai..i c 0 ! 1 23 !29 1SJ3 1 6 ! 9
Static 1 ! 4 9 ! 20 2212 25 121
Division
Dy natiic 1 ! 4 2 !3 7 ! 5 4 7 14 0
Static 5 ! 4 6 !3 2 0 ! 2 3 2 6 12 2
lote: Adul ts ! Ei^L th d;r ader s
1.71
1 0
experts, i(104) 4.01, j) = 0.0 00 1
,
the rate of choosiu-
the a response was quite high for both „roups,
lloanCCiperts) = 23 . £ ( of 24), n ea n( S 0 ne:: p e r t s ) . 22 . 3 ).
The cean oifferenoe in perf oritance was slightly larger for
tne a response, a ea n ( En p er t s ) = 21 . 9
,
iiea n{ ij o ne;; p er t s ) =
19-8, t(31) e 2
. 80
, i = 0.00S6.
Discussion
resul oo 01 ih peri liie lit Ix are readxly interpretable
in teres of a Best Examples fraiaev/ork, as were the results
Oi sxperiuent I. in addition, the experiment helps to
iUi'tner deiine the sources of i nf oruatior: that are used in
ca xe^^oris in- probieus that require the same operation for
solution.
r i r s t , subjects are more often correct in jud£in- that
c w o p r 0 b 1 e ;.i s require t li e same operation for solution if
tney both have the same middle level structure, i.e. ma.tch
in both the operation required to solve the problem and in
the presence of action cues. Tiius, siLiilarity of middle
level structures must provide some reco<tnisable cue overlap
t n a t aids in lu a Ic i n ^ a valid judgment of s i la i 1 a r i t y . It
remains to be determined e a c 1 1 y what these ..i i d d 1 e level
structure cues are.
Iliddle level structure is presumably more closely
reiatec to the surface woraiu- of the problem than is deep
structure, but does not include such specific
cnarac ten sties as story line or actors. Problems v;hich
have the saiae .lidale level structure uay have a coauon flow
of action, such as "^ivin„-to" or »-froia" action (see
ICintsch and Greene, 1 9 8 5 ), siuilar formulation of
quesoions, and use some of the, sane vjords, such as "<_;ive"
or " a 1 t o e t h e r . "
lo snouid be noted that coraaon words alone do not seem
suiixcient to preuict the same operation should be used to
solve two problems. The question sentences for three of
o h e four alternatives for item 1 6 all b e a n with ” II o w
much", yet 44 of the 57 adults responded correctly. Many
of problems used in Enperiitent II that iaatched in
iciauie level structure did not share any hey \;ords.
T ii e r e 1 o r e
,
it is unlikely that c o m. u o n v? o r d s alone could
account for the results attained in Experiment II.
second, as s u y
e
s t e d by the Best Examples theory,
patterns of responses for younyer subjects v;ere similar to
chose 01 adults. Performance of eiyhth yraders smid adults
was quite similar on Section I
,
d i f f e r i n y o n 1 y in the
maynxtude of the response decrement for a few problems in
0 h e m i s m a t G n i n y ui i d d 1 e level structure c o ii
d
i t i o
n
. On
' '3 C X O cults V.' e r e able to identify the operation
was no.i e e u e u to solve a problem i,. o r e often, but there
Q i f f e r e n c e
For both Sectionsin ti:e patterns of responses.
-1. a.nG Ij-j tne corauon incorrect re^np^ici^Qi(-^poass:s appear siuilar as
v; e 1 1
.
Tnird, the pattern of differences betueen nonexperts
and experts was replicated in Section m. Both experts
and nonexperts chose sne ^ alternative for nearly every
problem. Larger differences between novices and experts
were a^ain observed in the choice of the D alternative,
xuus, lor none.^perts, oiie coiiiuon surface structure of tiie
aoanaara and the 3 alternative has a facilicory effect
beyona one coi.Uuon siiddle and deep structures possessed by
tne standard and the D alternatives.
iOj^echer, the three sections of the experiuent
xauicaoe tnree levels of structure which appear to be used
oy subjects in cateBorisini^ probleus: 1) tne deep
auructure, Wiiich contains abstract information indicating
iviiat operation should be used to sclve to problem
,
2 ) the
i.iiddle level structure, v/nich indicates how the quantities
in the problem are related, and 3 ) the surface structure,
which contains tne detailed i n f o r n: a t i o n about t i; e
c h t. r a c t e r s and context. Casual inspection of t e data
suB^^ests there is a lar^e advantage j^ained in
c a t o o i X a t i o n p e r f o r it a n c e ;; i t h c o a non middle level
structure, and a smaller advantage Brined with connon stor^-
lines. The relative auvanta^es of these cues Siioulc be
tested within a single paradi,;^!] for two reasons.
the results of E;:periiaent II indicate that
coL.uon uiddle level structure seeus to provide a
substantial advantage over operation alone. If this
advantage is larger than any additional advantace ^ainea by
coupon surface scructure, it would support an aryu^ent tnat
cne siidGle level of structure provides a laore f uncaia ental
uasxs X or cace^orisation than either the operation alone or
i^ne surlace structure.
Sosoa et.al.( 1 97 6 ) have referrea to this noac
f undai.: ental level as the "basic level". Accordiny to
..er/xs ( 1980
, py. 292 ), the basic level is "the raost
^enercix level at vjnich cateyories are forned accordiny to
lc.r^e naturally occurrin^^ attribute clusters. Cateyories
ac cuis level are uore diff er entiated froi: each other than
c. r e c a t e o r i e s at any other level." As d i s c u s s e o
previously, p r o b 1 e i.i s that nave a c o u o n n i d d 1 e level
t r u c t u r e seen to have a a ny c o n 0 n attributes. Proole:.. s
than only require the sa:.^e operation for solution seo^. auch
acre dxlxerent fro.^ each other than do probiens that only
Q ^ ^
- i s u
r
i a c e s t r u c t u r e . T n u s , there nay be reason to
believe tnat the cateyorization of arithi.ietic problems is
1 1 i. e one c a o e ^ o r 1 z a c 1 o n o i objects in a v.' ay o t n 3 r t n a n cue
overlap, i.e. there ixay be an optical level of
cate^oi^isation.
second, a strony advantaye of .xiddle level suructurc
11
over deep structure uoula nave ii.portant educational
ii.;piicauions. Given that uost children have difficulty
uianiny categorisation decisions based on operation alone,
oucn results would suggest children should be tau^^ht to
:;:ake di scrxuii nations aiaon^ probleras baseo on the niddlc
level of structure ratner than the more abstract level of
opoi*'G. Lion.
i.i..aiiy, the results of Section II provide convincing
evidence tnat tne middle level structures for coi. parable
types of whole number and fraction problems are not the
s a r.:, e
,
for at least the operations of multiplication and
static division; 9 3 , 9 6 , and 9 5;^ of the subjects
classiiied tne whole number dynamic multiplication, static
iij ul ti pi 1 ca t i on, and static division problems, respsGtivel^m
however, o n 1 y 1 9 1 , 26 , and 4 of the subjects correct! y
caueyoriseo the corresponding fraction problems. This
evidence corroborates the n u m b e r substitution exercise and
j-ndicates tnat the difficulty of reco:;,niz in^ fraction word
problems is not s t r i c t x y due to a m i s u n d e r s t a n d i n y; ox' v; n
o
1 e
n u
..i b e r .w u 1 t i p 1 i c a t i o n
.
Rather, it may be d i i' f i c u 1 t to
appropriately i^enevallze the concept of multiplication so
tiicit it includes fractional multiplication. Such results
su^^est that a teaching strategy based more directly on the
utilization of comz^jon middle level structure may produce
1.1 ore positive results.
UJ
c H A P T E H VII
GEMEPAL DISCUSSIO:]
The intent of the present research v/as to develop a
definition of expertise that potentially could apply to a
oroad ran^e of aoinains, as well as be able to account for
tne development of a novice into an expert. A cuidinc
assumption of this research was thac nonexperts, as well as
experts, have consistent bases for problem categorization.
Nonexperts are probably different from experts in at least
one crucial way, i.e. they rely on different kinds of cues
to n
f
o r Li L, h e u ii a t two problems are s i l. i 1 a r
.
In aduition to these theoretical concerns, these
a X p e r i i.] e n t s v; e r e conducted with a n eye toward future
a p j>l i ca ti o ns to ecucacion. 3y coiicentratinj on the fairly
circumscribed domain of fraction word problems, it has been
possible GO gain s p e c i f' i c information c o ii c e r n i n the
relative difficulty of different types of problems which
snould be ii.imediaGely useful to educators. The results of
h e e p e r i m e n t s also ii a v e much potential to help develop
more ex'ficient Liethods of teaching students to solve
p r o 0 1 a m 3 with fractions. Conclusions relevant to both
t ii e o r e t i c a 1 and practical concerns will be discussed in
Ciiio ciicipISGr**
1 1 4
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The Test S::a:
-! e 3 1 ;:i e o r ^
Although novices and enperas uay differ in nany nays.
It has been ar^^ued in this di s s e r u a t i o n that one of the
priuary ways in which they differ is in their cr^anisation
01 concepts. Thus, one would enpect to find differences in
the catejoriaa-cion cf problems by experts and novices. The
iiest Exauples theory \/ a s chosen as a frai-ework in which
expert and novice ca tecor iz a ti on could be interpreted,
i.^e jjuot aXci.„ples oheory nas been developed to account for
one catei^oriz ation of naturally occurring objects, as
opposed to the aostractly defined artificial categories
bhat ’were studied previously.
Although tne doisains to which the Best Exaiuples theory
iiud b<;en previously applied v;ere linited to object
Cuoe^orieo, ohe principles are potentially applicable to
abscrcict cate;_,ories as \;ell. The theory has the desirable
quality of bein^ able to account for the seeninsly
disparate c a t e jy o r i a a t i o n behaviors of y o u n y children and
adults.
Thus, the principles of the Best Exauples theory were
extended to include the more abstract categories of
a r i t h SI e t i c operations. According to the Best Examples
formulation, nonexperts nay both under ext end and overextend
Cl r X o n IS e 1 1 c c a t e o r’ i e s because they roly on n o n e s s e n t a 1
characteristics in the wording of t ii e n r o b 1 a i.: for
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The present research supports this enteusion oT the
Best Exauples tneory in several v/ays. It has cie^ionstrated
-nat 1 ) surface structure overlap is iuportant to
nonexperts in ca teior is i n^; problems, 2) younger nonexperts
and older nonexperts respond siiailarly, and 3) the results
usin^ tnis approacn are replicable. in addition, this
approach has uade it possible to show that not all probleus
wnacn require the saue operation for solution are equally
hiiiicult. In addition, it has provided an indication of
.vuich tipes oi problems may be more difficult to understand
and solve.
On the similarity jude,nent task, all subjects in
.ijX p e r im e n t s I and II tended to choose the alternative that
nad tne inchest decree of cue overlap, i.e., atoned in
noth story line and operation. honexperts differed from
experts by often choosin^^ alternatives which matched the
standard in story line alone. These results are typical of
tiiose coi.imoniy obtained within the Best Examples framev/crk:
children learnin^ laniua^je tend to a^ree with adults on the
central members of a category, which have a high degree of
cue overlap, out disagree w’hen the exemplar shares features
with a contrast category (liervis and Bosch, 1981).
The surface structure overlap oi' problems tliat
required different operations for solution hac a stronger
e ^ a t i V e effect or. the cate^iorisation of s o a e problems than
-hers. The resulae of Eaperiaent II su,,esa thaa subjects
ofoen choose incorreca alternatives when they are unable to
Identify v/hat operation should be used to solve a problem,
of the sane type as the standard. Tnese data do not
provide inforuation anas would distinguish whether subjects
actually believe an incorrect alternative requires the sane
operation for solution cr whether they consider thenselves
to be ^uossinii.
The patterns of correct answers, as well as the types
oi incorrect responses were quite similar for youn;;,er and
older nonenpert subjects. The performances of eighth
oraders and adults were quantitatively, but not qualita-
tively diiierent. In an enperiuent comparing the cate^cri-
2. a u 1 o n c j. live- and e i ^ ii t - y e a r olds with adults, i: e 1 s o n
(1^74) lound uhatbotn groups of children respondec
siualarly by including items adults i'ailed to include and
'--Cx ad illy; loeus includec by a cults. Thus, in both cases,
n o n e n p e r t subjects of d i f f e r e n t a d o s respond in a
consistent, if incorrect, manner.
X n accordance w i t ii this point, the results of both
enperiuents appear to be quite stable. The results of
1 nperim ent il were consistent with those of Inperix.ent I on
botn tiie sii-ilariLy judgment cash and tne operations
a 3 s e s s i.i e n t task. In addition, the results of the e i ^ h t
n
i^raders were similar to tiiose of adults. The stability of
1 1 8
oriese re^-ults indicates this approach
investi^ratin^ categorisation in i.
don ai ns
.
any
be i r u i t f u 1 for
other abstract
-levels o f Struct u r i
i n e present results s u £ e s t p r o b 1 e i:i solvers are
oei,^ii.ive to at least three levels of structure in fraction
wore proolems: 1 ) surface structure, which includes the
characters in the probler.:, the objects, ana che storyline,
^ ) i.j i d d 1 o level structure, v; n i c h includes the order in
whicn inforaation is presentee, the position cf the unknown
in the problem, the pattern cf actions, and the relation-
snip anon^ prcblen elements, anc 3 ) deep structure, or the
o p e r a o u. o n n e e d e c to solve t n e p r o b 1 e n , delated r e s e a r c li
(nesher, ISS2) with children solvinr v;hole nunber addition
ano subtraction pro bleu 3 also su£yests a siiiilar tancnoi.. y
of structure.
Li e s n e r ( 1 9 8 2 ) has n a d e distinctions a ::: o n y the
—
j-nGciCCic level, che sei.. antic level, and one loyical
level of word problems. The syntactic component is ..iost
dissi„iliar to the present characterisation cf levels, and
includes variables such as nuiiber of sentences, location of
the question, anu nunber of words. liesner's ( 19 G 2 ) review
1 1 9
e G u on
inaxeaces cnGse vai-iablen have relatively little eff
P r o 0 1 e i.i sol v i n o •
Tne senansic eo.aponent is conparaole to what has been
teinaen 'haiddle level structure" in this paper. It includes
uependencies due to relational terus, such as,"iaore," as
well as
-eneral type of tent. hesner (1982) distinguishes
n 1 e e u i p e s o i a d a i u i o n and s u b t r a c t i o n tents: 1 ) d y n a ii; i c
i^onts, in Wiiich the relevant information in the tent is
embedded in a time sequence (tne present definition of
dj(..G...iic J.O cne sai_e as nesner's definition), 2) coiTiparison
ue.-.us, wnicn ash questions concerning the relations between
quaiiticies, and 3) static tents, which involve no relevant
C.GOJ.OUS or comparisons (In the present enperiment, "static"
is c. combination of ijesher’s static and comparison
categories ) .
_i. o lOijicai otrucoure or a problem refers to the
operation needed to solve the problem. IJ e s h e r ( 1 9 82 )
ar^_,ueo i.hao all addition ana subtraction probleL:s itust
fulfill certain logical conditions. They must consist of
at least three strings: two strin^^s with an information
0 o hi p o n e n t and one string with a question component. For
addition problems, the information should indicate that two
sets of objects e::ist and are disjoint sets; the question
r e j. e r 5 to the union of 1 1: e two sets. For subtraction
problems, the information component must refer to the union
subsets.of t ii e t V7 o sets and t :: e question to one of the
::e 3har (1932) has found that when the logical structure of
a problea is held constant, the semantic structure has an
^...portant influence on hon easily a probleu is solved.
The results of Experiment II are in close accord v;ith
nesi.er's ( 1 932) finding. Subjects nere clearly responsive
cc middle level cues and demonstratea this by recognising
tnat t .V o problouis required the same operation for solution
more often when the middle level structures matched. Given
one evidence tnat at least three levels of structure are
1 :.i P o r 0 a n t for arithmetic word p r o b 1 e l: s
,
the issue of
v^netner any of these levels is more fundamental than the
o t n e r s becomes important.
hesearch w i t n i n the Best E x a i.i p 1 e s f r a u e v; o r k has s h o v; n
t a t o b j e c 0 s are c o m ti o n 1 y labeled in a way that reflects
one particular level of c a t e o r i s a t i o n. This level has
D e e n termed the "basic” level ( R o s c h e t . a 1
.
,
1 976 ) and
>xllow'S subjects to make important distinctions between
o ejects witii as little co^_;nitive effort as possible. Finer
d i s t i n c e i o n s it a y be made on the subordinate level, v; h i 1 e
uroader classifications of objects are .made on the super-
crdiiicite level. For e:: a it pie, a do^G (basic level) is an
animal ( superor di nate level). liy do^;, (specific exemplar)
IS an Australian she par d (subordinate level).
The results of the current e X p e r i ..i e n t 3 s u 3 e s t one
level o 1 cateyorixation it ay be m ore f u n d a m 0 n t a 1 t h a n the
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others for fraction word problsus, and that level is .he
uioclle level. The operations assesso:ent task provided
etron., evidence tnat subjects do not view all problens that
require the saue operation in the saLie way. Thus, the
level of deep structure cannot be the basic level, even
cnou-h this is the level at which children are taught
probleu sclvinc in school.
The data froi. Enperinent II sucGest that the advantage
01 uia.cning lUiddle structures over uatchiny deep structures
-ay be somewhat greater than the added advantage of
matching surface structure, although this hypothesis uiust
be tested within a single experimental paradigm. One mi^ht
nest this hypothesis by addin- another condition to the
Latch task in wnich for half the problems the story line of
the standard would be as close as possible to the stor^
line of the alternatives, while for the other half of the
problem s the standard w oul d have a cl ear ly different story-
line. If this hypothesis were true, it would predict that
the advantage in p e r f o r a n c e of m a t c ii i n middle level
structure and operation over matching operation only should
be 1 a r n; G r than the advantage of i.'; a t c h i n g story lino in
tiudiuj.on to middle level structure and operation versus the
i d d 1 e level structure and operation match. T ii i s result
would support the ar^iunent that the middle level of
s 0 r u c c u r e is more basic than either t e deep s t r u c t u r e or
the surface structure.
One could also deuonstrate that the niddle level ol
^i^rucoure is luore f u n d a e n t a 1 in another u ay : one could
2 c.cu a (_,roup oi subjects to raake di sc rini na ti ons betvjeen
?robleras based upon raiddle structure only. In other words,
the subjects would be taught to recognize dynauic and
static multiplication problems, notiu^ that tnese
Cl suinccions would not cause any loss of information
concerning che operation needec for solution. This „roup
Ox oubjects snould be more capable of correctly sorting
problems accordins to operation than a control group that
iias iiot learned midale level structure distinctions, siiice
tile e.i.wiaplars in middle level structure categories have
more obvious similarities.
A similar approach has been advocated by Mayer (1981)
for algebra
-word problem solvin^;. Mayer (1921) found many
ii ^ o s s c n o o 1 students have considerable difficulty
uranslauing algebra word problems to meaningful equations,
and in addition, nave poor memories of these problems. Me
s u e s t e d that one vi a y of i: a 1: i n g initial 1 e a r n i n g m ore
eii'icienc migho be to provide students with eicplicit
instructions and practice in recognizing problem templates.
If, one views middle level structures as problem templates
as Mint sell and Greeno ( 1 9 25 ) do, this approach may bo
equally valid for fraction word problems.
1 9 9
* •-
-
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U r r c; 1
. 1 i^duca cioiial i lu !:> 1 i a a 1 1 o v
ihus i ar in this chapter, several possibilities have
been raised for further research basec upon other aspects
01 tnc 2 est nxaaples approach, i.e. levels of structure,
uni eh
.i. a^ be oi lu^ure interest to educators. Movjever, the
results of the present suudy by itself have iuportant
iiu plications for educatioxi.
Prooably the single raost drauatic finding of present
r e s e a r c ii is the e :: t r e a e 1 y poor p a r f o r a a n c e of e i h t h
traders on the operations assessment task in identifying
multiplication problems as multiplication problems. Only 3
oi 46 students said they would mutiply the two numbers in
t ii e p r o b 1 e go solve t n e dynamic la u 1 1 i p 1 i c a t i o n problem,
while only 7 said they would mulGiply to solve the static
iu ul G i pi i c a c 1 o n problem. An informal survey oi' junior ni^h
scnooi mathematics teachers suz^ezts most teachers are not
aware o f the e :: t e n t to which students do no t u n d e r s t a n a
multiplication problems. However, the results of several
studies, including tlie IJAmP, the PUP, and the present
study, imply that most students do not have well defined
notions about the kinds of situations t 'n
a
t require the
multiplication of fractious.
Til a static division problCiGs also v;ere reasonably
students, as the teacr.ers recognised.d i i f i c u 1 1 for the
1 24
^louever, a i.uch higher proportion (22 of 48) of students
recognized the static division problern as a division
pr o ol eu on the operations as se ssu erit task. for this
proDleiu, nost of the wron^ ansuers are i.ul tipi ication (23
01 43), £u-„sstina that nost students at least recognized
this as a ui u i pi i c a t i v e rather than an additive proolea.
- i o \.i ^ ^ not o nvi case i o r t n e :;i u 1 1 i p 1 i c a t i o n p r o b 1 e n s
,
-aero nany students responded v;ith subtraction rather than
uivi sio.i.
xiiese results su^oOst that v;ord prooleits should be
...v*ue ii.ore ceni.rax to :.iathenati cs education, particularly in
the junior hi^h scnool. Even though all students nay not
se aole to solve all six^ple conputational problems, it is
clear that students need to develop better ideas of the
.. i 11 d s 0 1 situations t li a t r e q u i i- e each operation.
The anility to recoaniae a problem requiring n ul ti pi i ca ti on
Oi inactions and perfori.: that operation is critical for the
laarnin;,^ of rtany types of Liatheuati cs, including al^^ebra,
calculus, probability, and business n a th en a ti c s. One ui^ht
even c.rE,aG uhat students would benei'it fron the process of
ca t CE or is i UE j rather than solvinE> word probleus. In fact,
n e it X ^ n t investigate u n e t h e r this v/ e r e so bp' p r o v i d i n e
students w i tn different nunbers of prcblens to catcEorise
and tncn con pari iie performance on the operations assessment
u 3. s .r •
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1 a e Best E :: a a p 1 e s theory has proven bO be a valuable
boo^ for the investigation of the categorization of
acstract concepts, such as arithmetic operations. The data
c.re reliable, bein^ consistent within the present study and
neplicatin- prior r.;sults with object categories.
Tnio approacn was snovjn that nonexperts are systematic
xn their categorisation of problems, but do not rely on
appropriate cues in all cases. It was su^^ested that
probleiii catey;ori;
1) tauyht to use
P r o b 1 e It 5
,
a n c / o r
each in c a t e ^ o r i
z
abion r.iii:ht be improved if subjects were:
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Instruct Ions 2 Par
t
1_
Please read or examine care-fully each numbered problem. Four choices
are giuen with each problem. Please pick -from among the -four choices
the one which you think goes the best with the problem ana mark
a J_ next to that letter on your problerri sheet. Next look at the three
choices which remain. Please pick -from these three cncices the one wh.ch you
think does the next best with the problem and mark your problem sheet with a
2 .
Please read and answer the following two exarriple proolems:
1_ Billy had 28 marbles in his collection. He won. 9 marbles in his next
game of' marbles. How many miaroles does Silly haue now?
A) 15 + 17 B) 28 - 9
C) 28 + 9
•
D) 42 - 15
Most people would say that C) or 23 + ? i s the best answer, since the story
describes a situation where one should add the numibars and the nurtibers are
the sartie ones that are given in the story. A,i or 15 + 17 would be a gcoa
second best choice, since those nurtibers are also adaed together.
2 10.0
A)
C)
11 .0
100
10
B) 10
D) 238
Most people would say that B) or 10 is the best answer, since the value of 10
and the value of 10.0 are the same and they look fairly similar. C;’ or
100/10 is a good second best choice oecause the value of 100/10 is also 10.
The actual problems you will do are similar to these, although somie problems
may seem more difficult. Please do your oest with all the proolcrtis.
Answer them in the same way, marking your first choice with a 1 and your
second choice with a 2. Please give two answers for each problem ana do
not skip any problems.
Do you have any questions?
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Instructions -for Part 2:
In this set ot exercises you will be given a word problem and asked
whether you think you should add, subtract, multiply, or divide the
to get the answer to the problem. You do not have to actually work
answer to the problem. Please read each problem care-fully and mark
only one choice -for your answer.
to dec i de
two numbers
out the
one and
Ch«rli»
hid
3/6
of
a
can
of
caka
frosting.
His
neighbor,
Ms.
Field,
gave
him
another
l/<
of
a
can
of
frosting.
How
much
frosting
did
Charlie
have
then?
Please fill in the following:
Age Sex
Year of graduation
Major -
The last high school math class you took was
Please list any college mathematics courses you have taken
Do you anticipate taking more mathematics courses in college
yes no
If yes,
What courses do you plan to take?
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Instructions - Part A
p
numbered problem carefully. Four choices are given with eachproblem. . ick trom among ihe four choices the one which you think is the same kind ofproblem as the numbered problem and mark the space ne::t to your choice with a check. It is
nu. necessary to actually scive the problems. If you would like to do any writinq, you maydo so in the margins. yr
/u ...a/
Please read and answer the foliov.-ing sample problem:
Sample
A shoe store had 6 pairs of white sandals and 3 pairs of brown sandals left over from
the summer season. How many pairs of sandals did the store have left over altogether''
A) 4 girlfriends were planning to go to the movies. They invited 2 younaer children to
go with them. How many people were planning to go to the movies then?
B) 4 girlfriends were planning to go to the movies. 2 girls could fit into each seat on
the ous. How many seats on the bus did they need to use?
C) 4 girlfriends were planning to go to the movies. Each girl invited 2 younger children
to come with her. How many cnildren did they invite altogether?
D) 4 girlfriends were planning to go to the movies. Then 2 of the friends got sick and
could not go. How many people were planning to go to the movies then?
The sample problem gives a situation in which you should add the two numbers
together to get the answer to the cuestion that is asked. Therefore* you
should pick the choice which also describes a situation in which it is
necessary to add. You would add tne numbers together to aet an ansv^er for
choice _A. Therefore, A is the best answer.
The actual problems you will do are similar to these, althcuqh some problems
may seem mere difficult. Please do your best in answering all the problems.
Do not skip anv prcolerrs.
Do you have any questions?
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InstrL'ctions - Pirt B
In this section, you will be given a word problem and asPed to decide
whether you should add, subtract, multiply, or divide the two numbers given in
the problem in order to answer the problem. You do not have to actually work
out the answer to the problem. However, it you would like to do any writing,
you may do so in the margin.
Please read each problem caretully and mark one and only one choice tor
your answer.
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The
Swimming
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the
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park
is
25
yards
long.
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pool
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2
times
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tree
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A)
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B)
Subtract
broken'
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Instructions - Part C
1 6
Please read each numbered oroblem caretully. Four choices are g:ven with each
problem. PicK -from among the -four choices the one which you think goes the best with the
problem and mark a
_! ne::t to that letter on your sneet. Nextilook at the tnree choices
which remain. Pick -from among these three choices the one which you think aoes the ne;:t
best with the problem and mark a 2 ne;:t to that letter on your sheet. It is not necessary
to actually solve the problems. I-f you would like to do any writing, you may do so in the
margins.
Please do the -following sample problem.
Sample
Billy had 2S marbles in his collection. He won 9 marbles in his next game of marbles.
How many marbles does Billy have now'>
A) Billy had 2'i: marbles in his collection. He lost 9 marbles in his next game of
marbles. How many marbles does Billy have now?
B) Sarah had done 6 of her m.ath problems during study hall. She did 5 more problems
after school. How many math problems has Sarah completed?
C) The kids made a batch of 12 brownies. Then they ate 4 of the brownies. How many
brownies did they have left?
D) Billy had 17 marbles in his collection. He won 10 marbles in his next game of
marbles. How many marbles does Billy have now?
Most people would say that D was the best answer, since D
describes a situation in whicn you should add, and tne story is very similar
to the story in the sample problerri. ^ would be the second best answer,
since it also describes a situation where you should add, but tne story is
different.
The actual problems you will do are similar to these, although some
problems m^ay seem more difficult. Please do your best with all tne problems.
Answer them in tne same way, markang your first choice with a and your
second choice with a Give two answers for each problem. Please op
not skip any problems.
Do you have any questions?
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Please answer the -following questions;
Age Sex
Major
Year o-f graduation
Mathematics courses taken in college;
Name o-t last mathematics course in high school
I-f you are interested in earning a second credit, we would like to interview
several people on materials similar to what you have seen today. I-f you would
like to help us learn more about how people solve -fraction problerris, please
see the experimenter to set up an appointment -for an interview be-fore you
leave.
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